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ABSTRACT
This monograph reports on the Cherry Creek-University

of Colorado Teacher Education Program, which utilized a number of
inncvations in teacher education and stressed the potential of
differentiated staffing in the preparation of teachers. Following Cie
introduction, emphasis is placed on theories of teacher education,
the Cherry Creek program, formative evaluation of the program,
summative evaluation, the program as experienced by four individuals,
and new dimensions in teacher education. Appendixes of related
Program material are included. (Author/WM
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FCREWORD

This monograph reports on tt,, :.harry Creek-University of
Colorado Teacher Education Program. The program utilized a
number of innovations in teacher education and stressed the
potential of differentiated staffing in the preparation of
teachers. Several school districts (Cherry Creek, Adams City,
and Denver) were involved with the program, and stuients from
a number of teacher education institutions (University of
Colorado, University of Denver, Colorado State University,
and University of Northern Colorado) worked in the differen-
tiated staffing plan.

The original project was funded by lublic Law 90-35
(Education Professions Development Act) Ind Cherry Creek
School District and the University of Colorado were the spon-
soring institutions. Dr. gob L. Taylor, editor of the mono-
graph and Professor of Education, University of Colorado, was
the University Coordinator of the project. Dr. Kenneth L.
Husbands, Professor of Education, and Dr. L. Stanley Ratliff,
Associate Professor of Education are Associate Director and-
Director of Student Teaching, University of Colorado, and had
major roles in coordinating the university field experiences
of the program. Milton W. Schmidt, Director of Personnel and
Staff Development, Cherry Creek School District, was the Proj-
ect Director and coordinated all the activities of the program
in the school districts.

While a final report on the program is presented here,
the monograph goes beyond being only just a final report. New
dimensions for teacher education were identified in the pro-
gram and explored under field conditions. These new direc-
tions for teacher education are presented here as the primary
product of the program.

Bob L. Taylor, Editor
Boulder, Colorado
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INTROLOCTIOS

To be blunt about it, some of the major problems of
teachgr education lie outside the control of teacher educa-
tors. 1 First, there is the problem of the liberal arts prep-
aration of the prospective teacher. This makes up about 75
to 85 per cent of the total four-year program. Students
emerge from this experience completely indoctrinated in how
to teach their subject as demonstrated by the university aca-
demic faculty. The truth of the matter is that frequently
they have been taught by the traditional lecture, note-taking
approach, and the students carry this model with them into the
classroom.

A second problem which is more or less out of control of
teacher education is the practices in the public schools.
Study after study testifies that the student teaching experi-
ence is the single most important experience in the teacher
education program. Then why is this a problem? Because, as
usually experienced, student teaching has been a severe reality
shock, a traumatic experience which brutally inducts the neo-
phyte into the subculture of the school teacher. It has fre-
quently made for mediocrity, since the young person, under
great stress, acquires the basic skills for survival in the
classroom and refuses to venture beyond these skills for years
until the shock has worn off. Then he ignores anything which
might have been encountered in professional education, for
wasn't the education department responsible for putting him in
that survival situation in the first place? His reaction is
to turn to the "tried and true" kinds of things which he had
witnessed his liberal arts professors use with seeming success.

What can be done about these problems? Most effl)rts over
the last ten to fifteen years have been tinkering with the few
professional credit hours which are in the on-campus, teacher
education program because we are not in the position to do
anything about these other, greater problems. Over a period
of time, teacher education in this country has evolved into
an established pattern of courses. First, the student took
a liberal arts program and a series of courses in his major
subject field. Second, during the junior year, he worked in
the foundations of education courses such as sociology and
psyeholegy of education. Third, the methods of instruction
were taught in the junior and senior years either before or
concurrently with student teaching. Finally, the student put
it all together in the culminating experience of student
teaching. It was logical, and it was administerable. Also,
Urge numbers of students could be handled in such a program
at minimum expense. On the other hand, it did not work in
the manner that a really good professional program should
work.
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How are these problems to be overcome? Certainly, the
background in general education and preparation in the teach-
ing fields are not going to be dropped from the program of
teacher education. Likewise, the liberal arts faculty is not
going to be sent through a remedial teaching improvement pro-
gram. More creative approaches need to be taken to the prob-
lem.

In the extensive tinkering over the last few years,
there has developed an agreement upon a group of desirable
characteristics for a program which has promise to resolve
these plus other problems in teacher education. Students
need contact with real chool situations early in their uni-
versity programs. The enthusiasm of the neophyte for contact
with real children in a classroom is well known. They need
to "select" themselves into teaching based on these experi-
ences. This points to work experience in a school setting
with the screening process being carried out over a period of
several semesters. It should promote self selection, and it
should be reality based. Both public school and university
personnel should be in contact with the learner during the
entire preparatory period.

There should be close school and university cooperation
in the program. The problea of integrating theory with prac-
tice has been pointed out in hundreds of articles in profes-
sional journals, and this is the strategy for achieving this
integration. There must be an extensive and continuous real-
ity base for the program. The students always must be in coo-
tact with children and schools.

Students need guidance and assistance from experienced
instructors in their preparation for teaching. They must be
more thoroughly prepared than in the past. A professional
program must include at least a fifth year. Teachers should
complete the program with the skills at a professional level
and not at just a survival level. The induction process
should be gradual so that there is no traumatic reality shock.
There needs to be a continuum from preservice to inservice
teacher education. One should shade into the other in such a
fashion that the transition is hardly noticeable to the
teacher.

The program must provide for individual differences.
Students must be able to develop at different rates and
through different kinds of experiences. While in the prepara-
tory program, they must have experiences at different grade
levels and with children of varying scale-economic and racial
backgrounds. In addition, they should have some experience
with alternative types of educational institutions and know
how they operate. -Finally, the program should be prooess
oriented so that the student finds flexibility in it and it
can make rapid adaptations to individual needs.

Along with these restores, the student should move
through a eerier of experienoes leading to ever deepening
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roles in the learning situation, and together with this the
theoret4fal basis for instruction must be developed. Based
on the boat judgment of the supervisory personnel involved
the student needs to assume an ever increasing responsibility
at a rate as rapid as seem advisable. Also, the student
should be able to earn money for his work in the school while
he is a learner, for he should be providing a valuable ser-
vice to the school along with learning about teaching.

A N. Anaraab to limb= lislusAtla

How can these kinds of thing: be accomplished in teacher
education? It is proposed here that these things can be ac-
complished in teacher education by integrating the prepara-
tory program with a differentiated staffing plan in the
schools. The student moves through the positions of instruc-
tional assistant student teacher, intern, and resident
teacher during his :reparation. Concurrent with this, he is
completing his academic work at the university and receiving
his theoretical preparation in teaching through the format of
a seminar which allows for the individualisation of the pro-
graw for him. The issue of control needs to be worked out
with the school district so that it is clear which organiza-
tion is responsible for what activities and at what point the
school district takes over the major responsibility for the
teacher's professional development. This should be a smooth
transition.

The university personnel who work with students in the
differentiated staffing plan will be in much closer contact
with real school situations, and the school personnel who
are actively involved in the preparation of new teachers will
be much more aware of current educational theory and research.
The mutual benefits of this arrangement cannot be overempha-
sized. Since the control of the program is joint between the
school district and the university, the personnel will work
on a peer basis in this endeavor.

The differentiated staffing plans coupled with a teacher
education program should bring into being a new career pat-
tern for teachers, and this should make the profession more
attractive to to talent. The senior instructor in the dif-
ferentiated staffing plan will enjoy greater status, respon-
sibility, and compensation than has previously been true for
teachers. Along with being a leader in an instructional
group, the senior instructor, in such a plan, would also be
a teacher educator; hence, he would have a much greater role
in shaping the future of the profession.

This more professional, more comprehensive program of
teacher education will bring the new teacher into the teach-
ing role in such a fashion that the pitfalls identified in
the introductory paragraphs of this section should be over-
come. Through the more gradual, more comprehensive induction
experience, the student will be able to shape his own unique
potential as a professional; hence, he will not be thrown
back on poor models or suffer the desperate rush to crude

3



survival skills. If teaching is to become the profession it
must, then more Is needed in the education of teachers than
a few disjointed courses scattered through the liberal arts
program followed by a few desperate weeks of "sink or swim"
student teaching.

References

tWilhelms, Fred T., "Realignments for Teacher Education,"
in Margaret Linsey (Editor) Teacher Educatioa: Future,

, Association of Teacher Educators, Washington,
frig.1,411,0, pp. 5-17.
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Teacher education lacks a single, unifying theory. Be-
hind this difficulty and hindering the potential of a theory
being developed is the fact that there is no single philoso-
phy of education on which a theory might be based. Also,
there is no commonly held position as to what is a good teach-
er. If there is to be a theory of teacher education, then
there needs to be a set of characteristics as to what makes
a good teacher. While there is no widely aJcepted theory,
there are any number of proposed theories which are found in
the literature. Some of these are: Conant's Academic-3ased
Theory, Allen's Performance-Based Theory, LaFrone's Conceptual-
Scheme Theory, Smith's Three-Component Theory, Combs' Per-
ceptual Theory, and Clark and Beatty's Mental Health Theory.

Academ1c7.Diase4 Thegrv. In Conant's theory, there were
three components. The first one was the broad academic back-
ground which was to be developed through high school and the
first two years of the university. This included a minimum
of 60 semester hours of work in general education and pro-
vided the teacher with an adequate breadth of knowledge. The
second component was the subject matter special,,zation. Conant
asked for depth in one subject matter field for teachers in
trades 7-12. However, he favored certifying K-12 in such
fields as foreign languages, art, music, and physical educa-
tion, and he wanted a minimum of 45 semester hours of work in
each single subject field of preparation. Conant's third com-
ponent was the professional one. He suggested 15 semester
hours of preparation in teacher education with only 6 semester
hours in classroom work and the remaining 9 semester hours de-
voted to studen. eaching. Very important in this plan was
the clinical proressor who was a member of both a university
and a public school faculty. This individual directed the
student teaching of the neophytes Which in Conant's plan was
the heart of the professional preparation. This position
stressed extensive academic preparation, for a background in
general edJcation was followed by in-depth preparation in a
single-subject field. The professional preparation was limit-
ed and concentrated on student teaching.

21421:11111rallad TWICE. Allen's theory was based on
the prom se tat prospec we teachers should be able to per-
form specific behaviors upon the completion of their teacher
preparation program. The performance-based theory was made
up of three conceptual areascontent knowledge, behavioral
skills and humanistic skills. First, specific performance
criteria were suggested with respect to content knowledge
dealing with general education, subJect Netter specialisation,
and organisational and conceptual skills. Second, behavioral
skills referred to those teaching techniques which were taught
through micro-teaohing such as *et induction, establishing
various frames of reference, achieving closure, and effective
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questioning. Teachers are constantly using these skills;
hence, they should be proficient in them. Third, in the per-
formance-based theory, was the humanistic skills. No specif-
ic performance criteria have been established in this area,
but they are needed with respect to personal attributes such
as realness, acceptance, and emphatic understanding. The
three performance-based areas of this theory implied a hier-
archy of areas of competency which are necessary for good
teaching: subject matter competency, presentation competency,
and professional decision-making competency. While a speci-
fic course of study was not suggested in this theory the com-
petency hierarchy served as a basis on which an institution
might design !,ts own performance-based program.

Cpncentual-22hema Theory, The third theory was the con-
ceptual scheme of teacher education of LaGrone. He attempted
to provide a rationale for selecting and organizing the pre-
service professional content of teacher education. Three
assumptions supported this theory. First was the assumption
that the prospective teacher, because of previous experience,
came to teacher education with certain ideas about teaching
and that these ideas existed within some type of conceptual
scheme. Second was the assumption that in most instances the
ideas and scheme were probably incomplete because the ex-
posure of the individual was limited to a student's percep-
tion. The last assumption was that if a media system was
developed along with the professional content, the prospective
teacher was assisted in developing the most complete concep-
tual scheme. In this theory, decision making in the classroom
was largely influenced by the teacher's concepts of teaching,
concepts of the function of the school concepts of the com-
munity setting and concepts of the child. The professional
education curriculum was to give particular attention to the
reorganization and extension of the conceptual scheme of teach-
ing which the prospective teacher had already formed. In this
theory five preservic, professional courses were used:
Analytical Study of Teaching, Structures and Uses of Knowledge,
Concepts of Human Development and Learning, Designs for
Teaching-Learning, and Demonstration and Evaluation of Teach-
ing Competencies. The aim was to reorganise and extend the
conceptual scheme of teaching which the prospective teacher
had already formed. Extensive use of media was to be empha-
sized throughout each course.

rcallEMILI illeaLt. In a 1969 AACTE publication, H.
Othanilftith presented a fourth theory of teacher education.
Here, the professional program consisted of three interrelated
parts: a theoretical component, a teaching-field component,
and a training component. In the theoretical component, the
basic elements were concepts which were used to interpret
what was observed in the classroom in order to solve problems
arising in teaching. Hence, a teacher who was theoretically
prepared would act with a set of sophisticated concepts taken
from the underlying disciplines of pedagogy as well as from
the pedagogical field itself. These concepts and their use
need to be mastered during the early phases of Leacher prep-
aration by studying actual behavioral situations and inter-
preting them with the concepts Which are to be learned and
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schools ar:ia regular basis where he aided, assisted, and sup-
ported seamed personnel in many instructional, remedial, se.
pervisory, clmeical, and halogen...dem activities.

While specific work schedules differed for elementary
and secomber instructional assistants during the third and
fourth yeame4 the nature and scope of the work experience
were guiles:miler. Secondary students, for example, spent
,-w0 days par meek in the schools throughout their junior and
senior yummy while elementary students served two days per
week in thrimehool dories eke fall semester of their junior
year, and 'nose days per week the spring geometer of their
senior year_

The retie of the instructional assistant can be defined
best by demmribing the allies assumed and activities performed.

In bum their junior and senior years, instructional as-
sistants send eight days to the Cherry Creek School District
prior to and daring the member fall opening, under the super-
vision of school and university pirreemnel. This eight-day
period included four days of observation and participation in
the normal before-school-year program of the regular certi-
fied school personnel and the first four days of regular
classroom activities in the schools.

Each reedent in the program was assigned to a teacher or
building coordinator and participated in individual classroom,
school barUking, and district-wide beginniag-of -the -school-
year activities.

Two tepee of weft experiences were scheduled for the in-
structions* aasistaets during the junior and senior years;
th, first 'soused on °casualty services for the disadvantaged,

emrmels, and children and youth with special problems
and are damomemed later, and the second focused on teaching
techniques and educational programs in the Cherry Creek
Schools.

This aseemd type of work experience involved each in-
strmatiomal assistemt individual: in the edmeatimmel Primer=
of the softens and sans him a partielpast in the tmebing
proses.. limb student me under the supervision of ea ow.
perleesse =macaw or a tens of teachers.

Sees or loo tasks postoreed mores leading mall grumps,
helping isdneneml studneftioni:pia:usits of inearuaties,
meeting otne tmearuotismil oentevenms with
supessiaireasallars, inimeal class disenewiens,
organising Inntsnetionalanterials, tympani pupil progress
chores, asedang is li periods, assisting with bade-
/NANA s gliMeg Mead help to individual stnames,
preparing MM. Immo ple, helping on field WON and
osastructImpomaggring names and tests. Chiba limo Iambs
performed briar Metrustlemal assistants were MeMitsial to
tssuners, 1111mp aims helped is the development or 1041 sellers
sits as temliaes.



In addition to the list of ins:..uctional tasks given
above, others were: developing blb".ographiss preparing
bulletin boards, eroding papers, operating media equipment,
assisting in reading laboratories, assisting with extra-
curricular activities, setting up demonstrations, working
in Instructional Materials Centers, and making case studies.

The majority of tasks performed by the students were
those primarily related to the instructional program. How-
ever many other tasks were clerical, supervisory, or house-
keeping in nature. These included such activities as typing
dittos, caring for media equipment, and assisting in the
office and ordering materials.

alma Aimasligoal imrig.t. Throughout
the program,AfgAtienta, as instructional assistants and
interns,.were involved in a variety of work experiences with
multi-age groups in many school districts, exposed to many
community institutions and services that deal with the dis-
advantaged, and introduced to several private and industrial
e ducational programs. The amount of time and the level of in-
volvemnt of I.A.'s were determined by the nature of the ex-
perience and the estimated value to the instructional assist-
ants. For example, the time varied from one day of discussion
with a school counselor to a week of actual work at an outdoor
e ducational laboratory. These experiences were engaged in by
students individually, in pairs, or altogether.

The persons, schools, and agencies visited or served were:

Denver Inner-City 'Schools
U. S. Air Force Academy Learning Center
United Airline Flight Training Geste?
International Business Machines Corporatism
Jefferson County Outdoor !Negational Laboratory
Elementary and Bermudan' Guidance Counselors
Public School Social WOPkOrS
J. F. Kennedy School for the Emotionally Disturbed
C. U. Medioal Day Care Center
Goodwill Industries
Sheltered Workshop
Morrison Solemn for Girls
Lookout Mountain School for Boys
Headstart Programs
Gold Kill Ilemmetary School Coma -room school)
Jamestowm Slommatery School (twe.roon school)
Adams City Sigh School
Clear Crash Coot, Secondary School
Antonito Public Schools
Slementairy and legendary Beading Laboratories and Clinics

Although
the AptIPtiIliagtgrillftegi;IffIttly for ele-
mentary and seemdmry students, the major diversity was found
in the manner in shish school-based professional education
courses were organised. At the seendery level all instruc-
tion in the professional area was coadueted through seminars
which met two boors a week for the entire year in the school
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district where the instructional assistants worked. In the
junior year, one seminar was taught by an instructional team
in educational psychology amt methodology. These instructors
drew heavily on the resources of the school district, and
both teachers and administrators from the school district
were involved in the instruction. High school students were
also an important source ortmatruction. In studying school
administration, the seminar vat in the administration build-
ing and a number of adminieemators talked about their roles
in the administration of the school. When dealing with guid-
ance in the school, the seminar met in the guidance suite and
was conducted by the head commmelor. Again a seminar on place-
ment involved the district personnel man. In seminars on
classroom management and student activities, high school stu-
dents participated in the meetings and provided the high
school student point of view. This kind of instruction made
more relevant teacher education.

In the senior year, the special methods work was taught
in the school district using loth college and school district
personnel. The head of the Social Studies Department taught
the special methods in that umem. A reading teacher from the
university rotated Mr class mark among the reading Labora-
tories where the students were working as student assistants
so that all were able to see several different laboratory set-
ups. Also, during the senior , the students had special-
ized assignments such as socian:rk, guidance, reading clinic,
and other duties which gave them a broader and deeper under-
standing of the functioning of a school system. For a period
of six weeks, the students were mot involved in the classroom
situation, but worked as an assistant to one of the support
services personnel of the schema- Also, all of them had some
e xperience working with a rending laboratory.

At the elementary level, instructional assistants were
e nrolled in regularly scheduling amens courses in reading and
mathematics during the junior year. Three school-based
professional education courses were taught during a six -week

period at the beginning of the spring semester of the senior

year. Courses in social studies, seionsm, and language arts
were taught for periods of two meek, 0416b6 Various types of
learning activities involved the elmeentilor the entire day.
Each subject area was taught by two pereems, one a university
faculty member and the other a curriculum coordinator from

the Cherry Creek Schools. !Sow courses were taught in two
Cherry Creek elementary scholia.

Special efforts were mode le combine the theoretical as-

pects of the courses with "cm the spat" application of learn-

ing in a real teaching-learmimg situation. Observation of

pupils and the practice tmeohleg of commies was an important

part of the courses.

During the fifth year, the interns umme assigned to their

schools for four-fifths of Cheer time. 111. other one -fifth

was used in visiting and werkimg in a variety of experiences
described in the previous scene. University credit was

granted for these activities am! an 011411, seminar which was
conducted throughout the fifik SW.



TEACHER EDUCATION AND DIFFERENTIATED STAFFING

There is a critical need for schools to develop new
staffing patterns, differentiated functional roles, and oper-
ating styles along the lines that other facets of our society
have found so essential and beneficial. There is a need to
develop new functional roles which recognize that teachers do
differ in terse of their interests, knowledge and competence.
There is a need to devise ways for the educational system to
accommodate positions that vary in responsibility, authority,
and time required.

In order for teaching to become fully professionalized
it must provide a means whereby the talents and specialization
of teachers may be rewarded such more significantly and quick-
ly than current methods of advancing and promoting teachers
allow. The typical single-salary pattern inat be renovated to
provide answers to these nagging problems.

The objective of the plan of differentiated staffing
then, is to develop new personnel designs which will provide
the vehicle for modifying the present single-salary concept.
Such a plan provides staffing hierarchy based upon broadly
defined teaching tasks and responsibilities to accomplish
this objective.

The major features of the differentiated staffing pat-
terns in the Cherry. Creek School District warms

1. Sulam mama la
The program of differentiated staffing provided for a

systems approach to school personnel design rather than the
former clumsy, uncontrolled costly, and largely ineffective
staffing patterns. It provided for a definitive staffing de-
sign based on new requirements as well as a new systems ap-
proach to recruiting incumbents to established positions. It
provided for a sophisticated professional team composed of a
wide range of training and experience assisted by nonprofes-
sional help, trainees, and even high school students.

2. =iizigarirAtailataillansitianisatstanaLat

The differentiated staffing models were based on person-
nel designs geared to modules of 100-150 students instead of
the conventional group of 25 students in elementary schools.

3. alt mut milli=
Design models in operation called for six positions on a

professional ladder and other supplemental team assistance as
seen below:
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Professional

Ladder

Other Team
Staffing
Positions

Levels

1 Team Leader
2 Senior Resident
3 Junior Resident
4 Team Intern
5 Instructional Assistants
6 Student Teachers

Team Aide
High School Student

Assistants
Volunteer Community

Helpers

4. Masai milt at nanammUumismal, =Lb school
Awl asimmialta t& t

The Cherry Creek program of differentiated staffing in-
troduced the use of nonprofessional paid and volunteer help
as well as the systematic use of trained and interested high
school students. Most important, it placed a monetary value
for their services in the teacher team.

5. igil:1211g
Atab instructiauonAtol AWL gazawarat
az sba iahnal

The Cherry Creek plan of differentiated staffing further-
ed the system's commitments and programs in the areas of pre-
serving and inservice staff development. It provided the de-
sign around which widely practiced team teaching strategies
could be effectively and efficiently organised. Finally, it
provided capacity consistent with the system's commitment to
individualised instruction.

6. intiscaSag WI awe mil =Law Stachoz Imialas

At least four different models of teacher training were
incorporated in as many designs for differentiated staffing.
The Cherry CreekUniversity of Colorado Program was one of

these models.

One of the major goals of the Cherry Creek-University
of Colorado Teacher 'donation Program was to investigate ways
and means by which students in teacher education could be in-
corporated successfully into the differentiated staffing pat-

terns in operation in the elementary and secondary schools in
the Cherry Creek School District.

During the three-year period that one group of students
served in Cherry Creek, they all occupied levels of six,
five, four on the professional ladder as student teachers,
instructional assistants, and interns. These students par-
ticipated in and carried out the rules and tasks assigned to

the various levels. After completion of the intern years,
several students were hired as regular classroom teachers and

moved into level throe as junior residents.
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CHAPTER TV

YmisHATIVR WVAIXATTON OF Mt PROGRAM

There was formal valuatinn condugted of the program
during its first two years of opertion.4 The 1.roeedures used
depended primarily on open -oded and sale -type instruments
plus some interview and observational data. The instructional
assistants completed Teacher Preparation Program Inventory
(TPPT) and embattled a summary and evaluation report of their
activities elms answering several open -ended questions d-
signed to immure as exposition of their major relations to the
program. Also, their logs of activities were helpful since
they revealed that they had bees used in many ways and had
amber of different xperleaces. The Popertia' Washers in
the schools were asked to give report as the quality of the
instrestiesal assistants sad to report an their promise as
teachers. Also, the Woolliers reported on the operation of the
program in their schools.

All cooperating: teachers of the instructional assistants
were asked to term in the report motioned above, and the same
form was seat to grime of the egeratiel Ineximwo of sts0
dent Umbers in the regular university program. This was
dons to fatale 'separative data so that the performs* of the
senior instrustiesal assistants and the studest !'where is
the regular program could be simpered. Per the meendary pro-
gram, public Diboll pupil ratings were mewed for maples of
appronlmately ten proles% stmioste sad similar ratings ware
obtained for tom student 'embers le the reviler university
program.

Ia oddities, opinions were solicited from the instrustere
who taught the prefeesimel education seeress. Interviews
were carried set with supervisory proemial in the Cherry
Creek District, and ease data ware mewed for studeet per-
frmium is the regular onsendary seems and the stalest. is
the Cherry Creek Proves.

Mello la uric! Zarin at ja MEW Zoom
'embers mime oohed to owlet. a thirftwitem rating

form acing a ft...pv*10 male.4 Is Table 1 are promoted the
e asy and standard deviations for the ratings at three groups
of tesehere. lire ammo of the Adams City %embers is lower
Was them of the other ewe groups of Nesters. Mdse Mash-
ers toned milk the toetrostlosal aosletenta is their Jailor
year at the mtivereltp. Ihe tom slumlord os et the
Adana Clip group ledlooled ..beertp of optoldowlatool

l
Shoes Nosh.

Ore hod mot been as dusty &immolated with the program as the
Imo groups of Washers so 1::::btp had lees ladepoadost

o piates'. Mlle the Ire Cherry et Mashers had
higher mom eseres, the large stmedardT:Ctieme indleated
wide differemees among the ledividual minims of the iadivid-
e els in the groups.
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TABLE 1 01211-ALL RATINGS OP TROOPAM BY TIME OhOUPS OF

Croup Number ..can S.D.

Adana City Ascender, 5 37.8 6.6

Cherry Creek Seesadary 13 60.8 7.2
Cherry Creek Elementary 11 39.9 8.2

SItt-fiaaama Ilataaalomi klesailoa Qom&
In the program,the teacher education courses were all

taught off campus on site in the school districts. The in-
'tractors of these courses were surveyed by means of an open-

end questionnaire. The off-campus courses taught in the
school districts provided the opportunity for different activ-

ities than on- campus classes, and these opportunities were

not always well utilised. One advent's* which the off-campus
courses had wee that the enrollments were much smaller. The

faculty webers wha were snrveyed made these nbservations
about the merits of their off -campus instrust!oes

1. Schools and university cooperated in teacher educa-
tion.

2. Theory was related to practice.
4University students worked with real students.

: There were real examples for class discussion.
5. Smell classes made for oleo, informal instruction.
6. Instreetional assistants worked in open space as well

as formal classes.

Were.
The problems identified by the ott-campus instructors

I. The two -week instruetional blocks in the elementary
program were too short and unrealistic.

2. T e smbjeet areas is the elementary program were not

eeerdimated. (Ibis same eritielsm Is made of the
oneampms instruetlem.)

3. Nem malvewsity personnel did not get time or load

credit tee this otfempus teaching.

4. there was a need for better cemmunioat.om and plea-

.
sting1he

legistios of travel and sehedules were hindering.

6. lineages of small members of studsets, the costs were

hi#b.
7. Public 'wheels were not ready and equipped to pro-

vide for classes.
8. Public Mosel Washers were not enough involved in

the instrustien, and they were not paid for their

work.
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Inaba& eximagallga Emus =la=

The program evaluator developed a special inventory to
measure the expressed opinions and beliefs about professional
education, pupils, schools, teaching, agd selected practices
and problems realted to the profession.3 A comparison of re-
sults between the Cherry Creek Program instructional assist-
ants and junior students in the regular university program
was made. For the polar pairs used (valuable-worthless, hard-
easy, idealistic-practical, relevant-irrelevant, and efficient-
inefficient) differences in means as checked by the t test
were significant. The Cherry Creek Program students viewed
teacher education as more valuable, hard, practical, relevant,
and efficient than did their campus counterparts.

The Secondary Program

The data which were gathered for the junior- and senior -
year instructional assistants are reported here. No data were
collected on the interns in the last years of the program, but
follow-up data has been collected.

Junior Um
The students were polled concerning the success of the

partnership between the university and the public schools in
the program. The instructional assistant. agreed that the
idea was great that they were gaining good and realistic
learning experiences, and that they were working in different
schools, classes, and with pupils with varying social back-
grounds. On the other hand, they cited a number of problems*

1. There needed to be a more clear definition of their
responsibilities, more supervision, and more visita-
tions by the people in charge.

2. The program needed to be shortened. Students viewed
the instructional assistant role as having limited
value as a learning experience.

3. The cooperating Washers needed to
selected. Instructional assistants
sows teachers secured them for timer 40
rather than to assist them with teledr Cr prep-
aration.

4. There needed to be better coordination between the
professional courses and the classroom experiences
of the instructional assistants.

5. Mere needed to be more opportunities for instruc-
tional assistants to provide feedback on the program.
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With respect to their visits to alternativ. anal
institutions, e.g. IBM, the Air Force Academy, ...1

Airlines, the participating juniors indicated t- :sits
had been helpful and interesting but that they . es-
sential to their teacher preparation. There nog). v
more emphasis in these presentations on the objee' ' the
programs and the problems presented by them.

The experiences which they had had in the pra. elped
them in making decisions about becoming teachers. we
students being convinced that they wanted to teaco :thers
deciding that they did not want to teach. The rffl. . 4hich
they were given to try new things depended entire he co-
operating teacher with whom they were placed, ane 'a-led
widely depending on the individuals involved.

These students had a clear idea about what 6-7'.' ltiated
staffing was; however, their own part in it did :mot -,e to be
satisfactory to them. They felt overwhelmed by rimer 41k, and
they did not feel involved enough in the develop:em ' the
instructional program with which they were wcalltiset.

larilmaltaaL LualaLlialamaIlmal Amines** r
alias Anima

The Junior instructional assistants were
cooperating teachers at both Adams City and Clare-
school districts.* The ratings were similar ties sys-
tems, and generally the reactions were very pos..1 we however,
there were these areas of concern:

1. The students needed to show sore warmth :Inc pay more
attention to their pupils.

2. The students needed to develop a more professicnal
attitude toward teaching.

3. The students needed to work on their speaking habits.

4. The students needed to be out in the schools full
time. The Tuesday-Thursday plan was not a good one.

cisaaalianag runsall=aalitic4tt2Wal, AWAI-
sal*

Bating forms were sent to the cooperating to- If the
Cherry Creek senior instructional assistants an lo-
operating leachers of a control group of studesa 4410 vrs in
the regular university program. As shown in Taboo 2 le two
groups were comparable with respect to their retie% y the
cooperating teachers. The t values indicated no s nificant
difference between the groups.
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raBLE 2. COMFARJOM -*MOMS vr RATINO8 OF CM! MOW IN-

.nerr- =reek :antral

X -2.4 43.9
S.D. 8.3
S2 '.86 68.29

11

r : .93 S.E 1.89 t = -.53

In addition, the moWOMWtom. teachers did make a mini'
of cots about elm ,r -maMOm .sr the instructional assistants:

1. There was Jimatemmalft same spent continuously in the
schools.

2. The studems's *s as instructional assistant was
not *Isere+ *ate defined.

3. The total temirwewww -n the program might be short-
ened.

4. The social eledeme eftdents needed breeder subjeet-
mateer prepmmeems.

5. There was dtemgengeom over assigning instructional
assistants to teemMeal teachers vs. instructional
teem.

6. '!here were weirtelems mama different instreatismal
assistants mmd dellimmeme *meperating teachers meth
respeet to emmmedmildemw.beat the program.

7. The stades., memeerime4Orelop a mere proteeewel
outlet* Old Imre wemOsmmeemal behmeimr.

Isalmaisaat INOIMME11=111111 lax Mb ilablailaNia
fee esepeseadmg teesime the pupils from Sew

climes lebes the had been weenie@
with alleollat I--111.2rWilla ikeiE ' seised the impil tp
inns, 111PPost PP ImamigidapArm a amplie of mMOSMUMOW
Thstiwly ie

eoszesNM eamed
s etee m ikinissttmre

u eesMS.
t

Thews me lbetween the rate... d
the east,' ,1 and the delleelellani AIIIIII.



U11 Bitaa= AK la= InAtructima

The instructional assistants were gmeee. caplets
a multiple-choice-type instrulsnt to anish zme 4« t a num-
ber of comments of their own., The remmmanarl w. instru-
ment were very positive with several rsmosnessida for
changes. Student suggestions included:

1. There was a need for more inummmtigm«. any their
classes.

2. Grading needed to be based on ^tmeaswn activ-
ity rather than on tests basso vis

3. Part of the work, especially is emegehr It-. needed to
be based on field experiment.

4. Professors needed more time for vlsniumh _.asses so
that the course work would be mum avommeamm to the
students.

5. Courses needed to be ofered on ma cur alma basis.

lissitias. Cairn likassisara
During the second semester of the sand or peer sms second-

ary instructional assistants took a readimg clams. along with
their class work, they were assigned to moms ft mammal schools
doing work which could be integrated with am lammatical
course work. They tutored students, wartime mita a mew reading
program, taught in a remedial reading did diagnostic
testing for porceptnal detects, and enntis in a
counseling relationship. Data on this menerrey cam* from pre-
test and post-teat responses, logs of antes* mmerts on
reading, teacher gemination forms, and mar The pri-
mary findings were:

1. The instructional assistants anme very gopurtive of
the rending course.

2. The instructional assistants' emir hynnes wmvied
giddily, and some were meth mere immOiend Ulm others.

3. The in-gmbeol situations varied tett: Mamma to
equipment, attitude of hseulty, and ~demo for as-
signing pmpils to the remedial remains Hammes.

4. The instrmtional assistants foam* lint lem pupils
read poorly for several reasons, ems. lime et moti-
vation, pepolmal and peoneptimel- , end poor
reading Innamignee.

5. The Imillnerttellea asaisimpts ?mega tee mutts mint
to do nneeer Mem someone display:: an inhalant in
them.

6. It was discernment that mn practisel .t which
were not in thaturricuimm stimulatad pupils to wane
to read.
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7. It was learned that some pupils did not read in class
because they were embarrassed.

The instructional assistants learned much in this
experience by discovery.

ingiumant Pisid EiPeriencea

In this program, an opportunity was presented for each
student to make a decision about how he would spend his time
for approximately eight weeks. This came late in the program
after they had completed their course work and had had a num-
ber of in-school experiences. Two students studied the coun-
seling and social work that was done in the upper elementary
grades. Another studied the work being carried on at a re-
habilitation laboratory with special attention to the rela-
tionship of the laboratory and the schools. Two instruction-
al assistants were interested in the problem of the perceptu-
ally handicapped and spent time working with these pupils in
elementary schools. One student worked at a hadstart center
studying the operation and its relationship to the schools.
In addition, he learned at first hand about the frustrations,
values, and aspirations of minority children. One student used
this time to study various high school operations, curricula,
facilities, and teaching procedures. The students believed
that this experience gave them better insight into the prob-
lems of pupils, helped this to decide how to work with pupils,
and gave them a better umderstemdlag of the social background
of pupils.

Elementary Program

The evaluation of the elementary part of the program fol-
lowed the same approach as the secondary, but there were soma
data which were not collected fur this part of the project,
e.g. pupil evaluations of student teachers.

USW Ilia at Arian ja Ibt ilmaiThou Mina
These andante reported their activities in a log. They

worked in open classrooms, resource centers, and individualised
instruction. They did the usual type of instructional assist-
ant work in legating lamer, materiels, planning lessons,
giving tests, supervising students, preparing bulletin boarda,
lunchroom duty, and chinking folders. Also, they had a number
of out-of -elan activities, .g. field trip to inner city
school, field trip to Jefferson County Outdoor Education Lab-
oratory, field trip to Day Care Center, visit to school psy-
chologist, interview with social worker, and visits to junior
high schools. There were several suggestions which cams from
the logs:

1. Pupils needed to be involved and doing things.
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2. The instructional assistants wetted to be involved
in activities and not to be just observers.

3. The instructional assistants were gaining insights
into children.

4. The instructional assistants found it valuable to be
part of a planning green.

imam' Aram Ist AimsfliadailmOlima
In responding to the open-ended instrument, .:nere were a

lumber of strengths and weaknesses tdentifled. The following
ssmangths were cited by these students:

1. Instructional memistants had a real and (Averse set
of experiences.

2. This approsqh to teacher education stressed practi-
cality.

3. The instructional assisting. were empeeed to a var-
iety of educational philommphies.

4. The program helped to Mild the cenftdence of mesons
who were hesitant to beams teacbeen.

5. It gave insight Into and emperlemme with personalty
conflict.

6. The emperieneen recalled same very valuable childhood
experiences.

Also, there were several werh menes cited:

1. There was too such to dn.

2. Student did not learn ere. about the cosnuniter it-
self.

3. The anmmelcation between erne involved in the
progemn seeded to be ispenish.

4. There minded to be more semis bedween the iseles...
Lionel Resistants and thevIlloteletention.

5. Tesehers needed to learn amp to use the instrustienni
sesememsts.

111. Seudemee needed mere ear he di!~ sehrela.

Oehler moments about the Postrom wires

1. There was a great deal mf varisSion in hos ter ia-
struotienal assistants gene used sad is the 1sAir they
received from their cenpmenting temshers.
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2. The esperienceT ins!--uctlnual assistants did
strengthen that-, commitment -r neenning teachers.

3. There was ?read= end tie opumrlum±ty to explore anc
try new ideas.

The students had seined enolonoope If the differen-
tiated staffing 41sn.

lizaligroaat or Alaimo& lama Amonamagat Jlooszatalac

The cooperatimg innolore nom guagrpositive ie their
rattans. Ile teaches sopranos& the common criticism that dna
instructional assistants woo nest Maar Lang es h. Alto,
they instil:aloe that they Orison and ono* Only in learsanIt
how to MVO OM. Finally, tie newness Indlested a Lose vr
undersisidliss etth resort to taw anrionse nme Pialiaaageor a'
the oragann.

Mal= kaSsargisral isillialsta 20111111011a

Thin emeleatise swig soft ef retails amd cesseteln Sr 'an
cooperallog Ineetters ase a emplietirt um. math the InClona
of a ample at elemadINEY sendOMOttidandoom tin the tonneor
teacher oloomidan PrIOPMe at MO0 eionsOmMV. ThiLlomOtInree
this asepageggeh as ggeledgellie La Om a lersriPonot seals,
the meg sagglog of 110 041110M Ilosentanesp ass 11 MOO a sloodo.
god dertornam at 11-11. Illbeenallait swop hadasson motor of
,44.1 ankh iwundooll voutsetta or U..7. A slastistioal last
mow a t velum

la
ege met weft stvolfIrmay Solt it aso

cassogiolly clone la tem AO pOrtnint leant or onsetwo....

Tait 3. calliKEIN or 3111151111M1111111/111Ro nownwmaa.==gritaimp0111111115. !NNW, 111111011111111 as CZIC4111111111L
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The _den ems exprefsed newt the instructional assistants
should complete the imegrowart of stalest leaching in the
erica* year since thaw mere gulag to be behimg over regular
Imecher resormsibilitios in the intern year. Also, the -rob -
Noe rr comrunicntioa ewe cited meats. In the comparison with
e medent teachers free the regmamr preemie, the senior inetrue-
%Iowa *existents compered very favorably.

AMILL Iennrt. at Isaist lotarisdaral, &madman
The section eels beimme on the responses of the elemmtary

e mmiors to eultiple-chef me and epee smiled instruments. All
of the students were lemileg fmemard to their year of immure-
ship. These students relied tamer compoessao ion visual aids
gas poor. Also, they reeled their smoirremportsame am poor.
Ms general, the studamte inilmmemd lame tie program hod mat
its commitments to them. Is ammimatteg the methods agree
immght in the district, they mime comeistmet. They !egad
retied the langiege arts comma, sore teveredis to the setimee
course, and were neutral on thm social studies comma. 'Noy
had theme suggestions to offer

1. The school district eammroomm mod po11l5 essak.
be used as laberaterr-Arttattifors tie min the woorew
realistic_

2. The commune mmeded Implmmelem smpessidsm gimommal
and inosemettaa by d A m i m e l m t a d i a l e a w e l l a r p s e s o m m a -

3 . The commons ommdsd tsasiemmilmesmor a lemsger per
iod of time, e.g. 4 tordimmobs.

4. There amseed to be bedinewitemollsolIon moms las
university, school dOmmodert, omit mOOMOnts.

5. Studemem melee comoormser 'mar the reamed emio, for
the teems peer.

6. There-Immo a need ferasenuarrOlsea anew Iele s
goingsesealnis aripmpore

sr
TImprommot gods

to tsar s ow pre

aillINOW erammlistibsets

1. fts poppet had Saw ommeMOSOl Is Isembers.
Ss does indbassed lama thaw allilmnsemes empr-
ia? lmembors.

04:164,
2. 10md on the spimen of tines grejest,
tt opansbed gory emOdidas la II=
Vim resting slams, 111, ter
or sea work, and lhomer sea

onoonsol mils vows soder sumipms. Mir las
emporium ellbobildonO, the ass of alwereall air

in ednaaimm courses, sod svporiesse Is opus-typo
aismremm ware Nand high.
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3. The program took a long period of time. There was wide-
spread belief that the program should be shortened in length.

4. There was variation in the acceptance of the program. Co-
operating teachers varied from strong surport to open hostil-
ity.

5. Communication remained a problem in the program. A num-
ber of things were tried,and, while the problem improved, uni-
versity personnel needed to spend considerable time in the
district. Seminars for discussing the problem and perform-
ance of the instructional assistants needed to be set up and
used.

6. The instructional assistants found that parv^ipatlon amd
involvement were more beneficial than obeervatior

7. The roles of the instructional assistants and cooperating
teachers were not clearly enough defined. because of this, a
certain amount of conflict existed in the project.

8. While the instructional assistants were paid for their
work, there was controversy as to whether they mere being
"used" by the district. The reduced pay for ineerum was a
major source of controversy.

9. The potential of the program for preparing teachers was
not fully realised. The education courses taught in the dis-
trict failed to utilise the available resomreee, .g. pupils,
instructional materials, and school personnel, adequately he
the instruction.

10. The cooperation between the swirl district and the uni-
versity in the preparation or temebers asednd greeter develop-
ment.

11. The recruiting procedures lore sot suceessful is ell re-
spects. The financial aspect did est some to nesse in vs
cruiting proosellve teachers. Also, same of the instructimo.
al assistants' additedee were found legato" or the ceeperattmg
teachers. Flaadly, the program did not atimost more sew into
teaching.

12. The program did not develop a positive L in as se-
veralty or the school district. The fast Met it felled to
attract large members or appliesats eves the it fronded
an entree into ens of the top districts et hem semen rased
serious questions about its impost.

13. Because of the low teacher-etudent reales In the prism,
the problem of cost was important. A omit amedVes was see
done, but it was questionable if such a peewee could be f2p
nanced on a regular basis.

14. Not all instructional assistants hod emperlosee manias
differentiated staffing pattern. Assigmment of inetructienel
assistants to teams must be demo with the approval of the Wes
members.
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CHAPTER V

SUNKAT/VE EVALUATION

This chapter reports on two follow-up evaluations of the
program which were conducted with students and teachers who
had been involved with it. First, a follow-up survey was car-
ried out with the former students from the program. This sur-
vey was made after the participants had been 'splayed in reg-
ular teaching positions. Second, follow-up interviews were
conducted with teachers in the Cherry Creek School District
who had worked in the program with the students.

Summary of Student Questionnaires

A follow-up questionnaire survey of all the students who
had participated in the program was conducted.) The question-
naire was structured in two parts. The first part included
questions designed to assess the participants' viewpoints on
a varlet! of their experiences. Responses to these questions
were recorded on a five-point scale: (A) Strong Agreemeat,
(11) Agreement, (C) Disagreement, (D) Strong Disagreement, (E)
Not Applicable. The second part of the instrument included
five open-ended questions soliciting written comments. The
questions asked for comments on strengths, weaknesses, sug-
gestions for improvement of the program, and why a student re-
mained in the program or did not remain in it. The students'
statements are included in this report as a part of the com-
mentary following each item.

The questionnaires were nailed to 38 former students who
had been involved in the program. These 38 people included
those who had dropped out of the program as well as those who
finished it. There were returns from 23, or 60 per cent of
the individuals polled.

An item-by-item report an the responses to the question-
naire is presented here. In reporting the data, SA stands for
Strong Agreement, A for Agreement, D for Disagreement, and SD
for Strong Disagreement. NA stands for Not Applicable. Those
respondents who dropped out of the program did not participate
in some parts of it and thus have responded to certain items
as being Not Applicable.

1. Starting as instructional assistants in the school was an
appropriate activity for the beginning of the program.

SA A D SD EA

13(0%) 9(390) 1(4%)
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The respondents agreed (95%) that the idea of starting
out as an instructional assistant was a good way to begin.
The strong endorsement for the instructional assistant role
was important since it was a new and untried role in the pro-
gram.

2. Five years was too long for the program.

SA A D SD NA

4 (17%) 3 (13%) 6 (26%) 3 (13%) 7 (30%)

One continuing concern was the fact that students in the
traditional teacher education program could couplet* teacher
certification in four years whereas the participants had to
complete five years of work before they were eligible for cer-
tification. Even so, less than one-third (30%) of the respond-
ents felt that the program was too long.

3. Participation in the program made me more able to approach
faculty members.

SA A SD

9 (39%) 9 (39%) 4 (17%) -

NA

1 (4%)

Presumably, getting to know faculty members is a desir-
able goal. For these respondents, this was not a major prob-
lem since more than three-fourths of them (78%) indicated
that participation in the program made it easier to approach
faculty members.

4. As a result of the teacher education experience I had
less fear of failure in the practical side of teaching.

SA A

14 (60%) 5 (21%) 2 (80

SD NA

2 (8%)

Although many students of teaching are reluctant to dis-
cuss their fears of failure, this tends to be a problem of
considerable importance. One goal of the program was to pro-
vide the participants with sufficient learning experiences in
both theoretical and practical situations so that fears of
failure would Walleviated. Eighty -one per cent of those
responding agreed that their rear of failure was reduced as a
result of their teacher education experiences.

I. I found the whole experience uncomfortable.

SA A D SD NA

1 (4%) 1 (4%) 7 (30%) 12 (52%) 2 (8%)

The possibility that some of the students who partici-
pated in the program might find the whole experience uncom-
fortable was raised. Those responding to the question did
not seem to share this view, for only 2 (8%) indicated that
they felt uncomfortable in the experience.
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The setting for the program was in the Denver metropoli-
tan area. Sees partielpents were provided with university
ears while ethers provided their own traesportation. Mostly
three-fourths (71S) of the respoodents did not regard travel
to the 'wheels whore they were working as major problem.
One soonest, however, did indleate Vat travel time was a
erudite..

11. As sa intern, travel to the Wale school was major
problem.

SA A D SD IA

3 (110 a (1,4) 7 (10() 4 (17S)

Wes the restate of items 10 and 11 are simpered, travel.
tag to their wheels seemed to be nom at problem ter is.
terse than for isotruetienal assistente. Aolually, the in
terse were poise is the newels every day while the Instrue-
tienel 8061061sta is the ease et the oseondary seheele were is
the wheels only two days a week. ?his may omens% tor the
differense is the responses.

12. Isolation from the university fondly sad tasiltties was
detriment.

S A A 0 0 MA

1 (44) 4 (1,q) 11 (41S) 'I ()r(1 -

P ert of the rationale fee usinteising onneuebased Washer
odesetise progress is that the students, if watered eft eon-
peg, would des the salters' edeameelle9 0, the osorms 4400190,
itp. Seependeste in the Al did net shore this
viewpoint, for news ties 1::::21,:ift:61479) ladieated that
ieslatlee fres the adversity tp end fesilities use set
detriment.
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Admission interviews for the program were conducted pri-
marily by school district personnel, and in most cases by
Leacher with whom the participate would be working at one
time or another. University faculty members sat in on the
interviews, but the ma's, rompoasibility was that of the pub-
lic ',heel persimmon. The respondents appareqtly were
pressed with the admission procedures, for 46% indicated that
they approved et the interviews wIth school district personnel.

15. The Wilmslow of Cbsrry Creek School District teachers and
staff members in the NNhing of professional education courses
was on important part of the program.

SA A 0 SD NA

6 (26S) 10 (43%) 1 (4%) 2 (01) 4 (171)

The idea of involving public school Peroemel in the
Washing of the professional edueatien sprees was an effort
to bleed the prostleal mewl's.. of Washers with the mars
thearetleol_gppreash of university faulty members. A largo
maty (1901 et the respondents agreed that Melodies pub-
lie oohs,' temehers sod staff members in the teaehlag of pro-
fessional *donation seems was as important part of the pro-

am. °Mere amd Ismor pras
stem

work
meet
gr

la ame's° wee sugeested
tioal

by one deat.
with involve-

16. Visits to edimtiseal agonies and institutions ush as
the Air Perim Madam', Jeffer's City 'shoo' District Out-
door Lab, and Vaitod Airtime' were worth the time taken away
tram regular classroom aigampte.

SA A 0 SD NA

10 03m A ( W) i (14) 1 (4) 2 (11)

A great deal of time, mosses, and effort were post is

orramgimg wrist, of field ompriemeo for the program par-
tielpeats. I. participants had to leave their
moiler leashing see N and substitutes were hired is
tab their Ogees. aired whether all the effort, es-
psitive's, ate intorpggfise of resting was worth it, more
them three-fourth (771) of the repoademte ladisated that it

wag. Coe tmeest elated that he stayed is the program -

eases Wore me greater variety of esperiesme than is the
u sual toaster Nasalise program.

l9. My role as ea imetrustimal assistant in the Cherry Crook
School Dlotriot differestiatod staffing patters was well de-

fined.

SA A 0 $0 NA

1(54) (vn 6 OW 6(114) 1(11)

At the time Ike prop= got seder my, the differemtlated

staffing wimpt woe relatively mew to bet% public 'sheet and

u niversity 'malty members. It woe mot, therefore, orprislag



that more than half of the respondents, who were undergrsdliate
university students, indicated their roles as instructional
assistants in differentiated staffing were not well defined.
"There was a problem of job definition, vague definition of
the role of the instructional assistant, and a lack of defin-
itions of roles and program."

18. role as an intern in the Cherry Creek School District
differentiated staffing pattern was well defined.

DA A D SD RA

2 (81) 7 (301) 4 (17%) 6 (261) 4 (174)

When asked the same question about how well defined their
roles were as interns in the differentiated staffing pattern,
the response was similar to the previous item. The major dif-
ference in responses between the two items was between the
Not Applicable category which was attributable to the students
who dropped out and actually did not participate in the intern-
ship. "The role of the intern was not definite. There was a
vagueness in the difference between an intern and a teacher."
This comment was made by one of the respondents. Another re-
spondent wrote, "Careful safeguards in the manner in which
school districts utilize interns should be instituted."

10. My understanding of "what i was getting into" was as good
as could be expected of a beginner.

SA A D SD NA

4 (171) 1 (601) 3 (13%) 1 (4%) 1 (4%)

The feeling of being fairly well informed about a new and
experimental program and of becoming a part of the program is
especially important due to the unknowns involved. Sven though
half of the instructional assistants and interns who responded
indicated that they felt their roles in differentiated staffing
were not well defined, slightly more than three-fourths (77%)
felt that they had as good an understanding of the program as
could be expected of beginners.

20. The time spent in the school districts other than Cherry
Creek as an instructional assistant was valuable.

SA A

11 (47%) 5 (211) 2 (8%)

SD

IM1

NA

5 (21%)

Another major dimension of the program was accomplished
through the provision for experiences in lower socio- economic
school districts. When asked it they thought that the time
spent working in the alternate school districts was worth
while, 6$ thought that it was valuable.

21. The ability to earn money while still in training was the
primary purpose of my entrance into the program.
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SA A 0 SD NA

2 WO 2 (flef,) 13 (56%) C (261)

The ability to earn money whit. still a student was
theorised to he one of the attract!". features of the program.
When asked If the money was, to far' he primary purpose for
entering the program, R21 tndicatec. bait it was not. One
student commented that the money pm 7.. her made her self sup-
porting while earning her lerttf!?.1 and she felt that she
was learning while earning.

22. !laving three years of experience in the Cherry Ireek
School District helped me In being considered for a fob in
the district.

0A NA

6 (261) 6 (26n 1 (4n 3 (13%) 6 (261)

Prior to being admitted to the program, students were in-
formed that participation in the program in no way obligated
the school district to employ them. In spite of this admoni-
tion, it was natural that job expectations developed since the
students were involved as instructional assistants and interns
In the district for three years. !totem?, when asked if they
thought the three yearm spent in the district helped them in
being considered for a Job, only 461 indicated that it did.
One student said, "The program helped me to become known in
the district and thus helped the possibility of getting hired."
Four of the interns disagreed, and one commented that the
school district promised more than it gave, especially with
respect to job opportunities after the program.

23. Completion of the program made it easier for mos to obtain
a teaching job than those students who completed the tradi-
tional four-year program.

SA A D

11 (431) 3 (131) -

SD NA

3 (134) 6 (26e)

A major assumption of the program was that those students
who completed it would have relstively little difficulty in
obtaining a teaching job. When the participants were asked
if they agreed with this assumption, only three (13%) of
those vho responded disagreed. Twenty-six per cent indicated
the question was not applicable sine they did not seek a job
or did not complete the program.

24. The time spent at other grade levels than the one at

which I planned to teach was valuable.

SA A D SD NA

10 (43%) 7 (304) 1 (470 1 (4%) 4 (17%)
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The program was planned not only to provide participants
with a variety of experiences in alternative menaol distrtrim
and institutions, but also at different pmmdm kemels. ONgbe
all students did not work at different gimes oloar17
three-fourths (73%) of the respondents wont 1111, OXperftwww
was valuable.

Uservice education thrash workshops Le coups
work, and other professional growth activism., mould be sea-
tinued the year after the internship.

SA A D SD MA

3 (13%) 8 (340 2 (8%) 4 mfflqin S (211)

During the three the students pmememumsed in tem
program, them MOPS professions'. wag& eetIvithse
each semester including Immgroleo eeerses. Orsemedenal sue.
cation courses, sad pedlessiemal meetimes. Shen embed if
they thought the moremmlomal growth anti iat Mmuld be
coutinsed same the Indorsable was setup letedeserty halt
(47%) of them respell', agreed that She allalleine should
be oontinued. One stalest esemented, "Insarglas uses
could have been better plamned and mare holgINS1111ner hove
lots sore potential."

26. The relationships developed between Imeentsee and ingmarne
were helpful.

SA A D SD NA

9 (39%) 9 (39%) 1 OM 1 (ion 3 WE
In view of the relatively long-term field commitment

which was a part of sash partlelpeat's experlease, the rela-
tionships they developed withWehers were especially sIgnif
leant. Of the reelgOulents 720 ladleated that their 'slattern.
ships with teachers were helpful. Among those who telt the
relations were helpful was ens student who segmented, ',valua-
tions from master teachers were helpful as well as the mg-
mere to a variety of Negational philosophies. It was help-
ful to work with 'alive' teachers who always wore seeking to
Improve their own Washing."

27. The relationships I developed with school district admin-
istrators were helpful.

SA A D SO NA

1 (21%) 10 (h3%) 3 (13%) 1 (h%) If (17%)

While the relationships with the wheel administrates's
were mot nearly as freewill Si these the teachers, gime
partielpest-adminiptrater relationsbleSANOmmemmserp. Prom
the respeadents, 6911 indieeted these ONSOMIMmeelps weeemgeed.

20. The towering of the "reality sheer *sneering the pre.
resoles threogh the instrustismal aseigengemetmeere roses use
helpful.

Ise



BA A D SD NA

14 (60%) 6 (26%) 1 (4%) 2 (AP)

"Reality shock" is a phenoaenon experienced by firs.
Year teachers who find the practical, everyday challenges
of the classroom to be signifleantly different from what they
expected as a result of their Immeher preparation experiences.
When asked if they felt the reality shook was tempered by
virtue of their having worked as instructional assistants
and interim, 86% of the respondents indicated that they thought
it had bees.

29. Cherry Creek School District personnel were interested in
my thinking about the program.

SA A D ID NA

5 (21%) 14 (60%) 3 (13%) 1 NO

In hareem, with resposees te_previous related questions
conerning relationship, 616 of the respondents indi-
cated they t the sehoel district personnel were inter-
e sted is their hinting about the program.

30. adversity faculty members ware interested in my thinklag
about the program.

SA A D SD IA

6 (26%) 13 (56%) 2 (1%) 1 (4%) 2 (SO

A final inquiry vonsoralms relationships revealed that

the partielpante held strum positive feeling about their
relationship! ulth enivereity From these
reepeadiags SO initiated they thought that the faculty mess
berm were interested In their think about the program.

31. The program was seffieleatly flexible to meet my iadIvId.

n it needs.

SA A D SD NA

8 (34%) 9 (39%) 1 (4%) 4 (17%) 1 (40)

To student, flexibility gemerally mesas that whoa um-
foreseen personal er program diffieulties arise, matters are
worked set smoothly by program admiistraters. An example of
proves flesabIlIty motored ghee ems et the Isteres Weems
111 and bed is miss one ef the much -long, rield exPerlows.
After remover's( tram her Biases, she mode is em

her ea for similar eeperlemee. !Alen oohed it thought
the program was sertIeleetty MEOW is meet their Wid-
est seeds, newly three-teirthe (73%) ledleeted It did.

32. The peymeet for py eeriness as an laetreetleel eeleteet
use edeepete.
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SA A 0 SD

L (1T-; 14 ,f,n1) 2 (81) 1 (4'.-)

Response to item 11 indleated clearly that pr-mary
purpose for entering the progress was not the money pa t for
qermiees. A related questing awe whether the some they were
Paid was albeeuate for the serstsee rendered to the cc- )411 dir

trict. More than three-fourths '71) of those responaing fe7-
they were adequately coopmemaime for their gormless.

33. The p -yment for my germioee as an intern was -Aequate.

SA A D SD NA

4 (17°) 8 (341) 3 (134) 2 (P4)

Payment for service's as an intern was based on the »ru-
ler beginning teachers' salary schedule less '1301.00). Since

the interns had all the classroom responsibilities of a be-
ginning teacher, there was some feeling that they should have
been paid the beginning salary even though they had speed tr
work for the lesser amulet and were released one-fifth time
for teseher training purposes. Only half of the Interns felt
that payment for their work was adequate.

316. %on I entered the program, I understood the provisims
under which I would be paid.

SA A

P (341) 13 (%1)

1') NA

hen though a substantial !ember of the program partici-
pants (21i of the interns and PS of the instructional assist-
ants) felt the paid to them was not adequate, almost
all of them ( ) indicated that they understood the provi-
sions under which they would be paid.

35. I felt seeure in terms of the way teachers with whom I
worked Interpreted my Job as an instructional assistant.

MA A D 1D NA

3 (134) 10 (431) 4 (17%) 5 (211) 1 (bt)

Inasmuch as the role of the instructional assistants was
not only new to the students but also to the teachers with
whom tem were working, there was a question as to how well

the role was understood. some leek of understanding of the
new role was refleeted Is that were than onethird (371) of

the respondents indicated that they did not tell misers in
the way the teachers with wham they warted Interpreted their

jobs.

36. I felt nears in terms of the way teachers with whom I
warted interpreted my job as an intern.

Le



SA

3 (13%)

A

' 4 (.- 4 (1'.:)

The role of the- %*_ems In ille llfferen' 'od staffint
.!:tern also was no% c be the ziterns an teachers

- worked with thew. The sterns reflected !sv relative
mr-: of Indersemedlae of tNetr roles when near:! half (47%.

nos* who revoneded :mated that they veer- insecure in
way the teacher.- with ohm they wombed !ht.-preted their

-s. "Thor" was a wind or Inferiority temples or feeling
eventeent on the part re sous Interns." An.Ither respond-
ctated, "The tit-e of :-.tern should he cheated to part-

:mew teacher."

Summery of 'aches interviews

north. the spring semester if the year following the end
of Vim MVISMO. 10 Cherry Creek teachers who had supervised
qty of ..olaredo steatite more interviewed. Of the 19
temehems teeereimmed, 12 had we end with both instructional
aesteemels eat teems, 4 tee emperetand may instructional
alsoisemMem, and 3 had verbs* wily with imeerns.

The interview were conduces* by Cherry Creek teacher
1* pereeu or by telephone. Seek st these interviewed was
afted the following questions;

1. What did an do with imetructional assistants and
interns?

2. Did the instructional assistants sad interns make
contributions to the school proven?

3. Nov well prepared were these stmdeats?

4. Hew did teeerns compare in posperetion with student
teashers with wheerrog have worked?

S. What problems did you encomium working with these
students?

The questions end the Nature, leegth, and variety of the
responses made it bmpraotteal to report emelt interview in

detail. The analysts which follows consists of a series of
table* which include a categorical report of emelt response and
a qualitative sumeeey of sash which reveals the *flavor" of
the mimeos. It well be noted that all theme interviewed
did not respeed to all questions and some aismored questions

mere folly than others. !here ors, the number f responses

to each question varies.
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TAUS M. WHAT DID YOU Do WITH INSTRUCTIONAL ASSINTaMIS AND

Categories Instructional
Assistants

Interne

WIN* with indOodduals
Weak with small groups
Little or no Numbing
Sane or such Onmaking

8

1

Almerved ma 1

Um* as aldriesemrisel) 2
anode papers, imeatoimeerials,
etc. 7

Fall responsibility 1

la rolvedi in all 'wheat
eattrltles -

1

12

7

3

As isepessims of UMW 4 .swede that thief,* was a MOM-
lay daft is 1110Ptype of asaletitles in by the immtruo-
lema eseistme end the Ialsa. Ilho from outside or
ilmsdebsmel classroom actlatielae &Nang the instructional as-
omsemst years to elassrems instrustional activities as Warns
bp slowly shwa. Nash ens iatervlierait who supervised an in-
tern commented that his intern either me responsible for

mess of rascals( or was fully respemsible for classes or
snstions of °losses.

MED S. DID 7is IedT TI4AL A1S ANTS AND INTERNS SAKI
p .

0111001Pariee

OD
Iss, but not skomifivaetlY
yea
les, very definitely

Iastructional
Wistants

7
2

Interne

1
3

2

As sheen in 'bible 5, tssehers felt the contributions made
to the 'okapi program by interne were somewhat more ealuebLe
and ostensive thew those mode by inatrustional assistants.
The most tregmemtly reported Posses for a lower level of eon-

tributien of inetrustional semistests wse the shorter period

of time wont is Sherry Creek sehoole as coparod to the time
spent by interim'. It might be moth that the only inters who

was rated as having made no eentribution dropped out of the

program early.



TABLE 6. HOW WILL PREPARED WERE THESE STUEEKTS?

lategories Instructional Interns
Assistants

Poorly
Net well 1 2
Adequately 6 g-

Very well 3
Excellently 1 2

As presented in Table 6 examination of the seepagess to
this question in the transcribed imitrolews revealed ao defi-
nite patterns. Each person interviewed save a unique or per-
sonal reason for his answer. The teachers, as a Wheie, felt
that both instructional assistants awed interns velem in general
well prepared.

TABLE 7. HOW DID INTERNS COMPARE IA PREPARATION WITH STUDENT
6,, 41 1 'j oj

Categories InLesiwe

Not as good
About the same
Better or much better
NI comparison made

2

10
6

As presented in Table 7 the responses to this question
revealed clearly that most of those teachers whe had worked
with student teachers previously felt that the imeerns were
to some extent better than students in a regular student tAlasb-
ing situation.

TABLE S. WU'? PROBLEMS DID YOU SNCOUNTER WORK/ND WIN THESE
ATUI1M1121

Categories

Lack of dedication or interest 2

Lack of direction from authorities 4
Students here too short a time 2
Lack of follow -up 1

No major problem 8

No comment 2



As shown in Table 89 appromimately one-half of the teach-
ers who responded to this question felt that **lore were no
problems of great significance. At the same wine, however,
four teachers felt that there was a lack of direction and com-
munication between and among students, university personnel,
and Cherry Creek teachers.

Conclusions

From the analysis of the data collected through the ques-
tionnaire and interview follow-up surveys, some conclusions
were reached with respect to the program. Some of the con-
clusions based on the data collected from the former partici-
pants who now have hindsiebt do not agree with those reached
from the formative evaluation of the program. Perhaps, the
participants have a new perspective, or, perhaps, the problems
were corrected by the program staff once they were identified
in the on-going eve/nations. These conclusions were drawn
from the data collected in follow-up surveys;

1. The results of the questionnaire and interview follow-up
surveys leave a definite positive impression concerning the

program. While problem rare identified, the support for the
program by the former participants was strong.

2. Positive home relations with teachers, administrators,
university faculty ;members, and fellow participants were iden

tified as a strength of the program. This was an unexpected
outcome since earlier evaluations had pointed to human re-
lations and communication as problem areas.

3. There was support for integrating teacher education with

a differentiated staffing plan. This positive response was
not anticipated, for originally there had been problems with
poorly defined roles within the differentiated staffing plan;
however, the participants new seemed to have gained a better
understanding of their roles within the plan and the potential

of the plan for the preparation of teachers.

4. While there was a positive reaction to moving the teacher

e ducation program to on-site instruction, it was not as strong

as anticipated. Professional education courses, meetings,
inservice projects, and seminars were all held off campus, but

the change of site did not seem to alter the nature of the in-
structional activities enough toward reality.

5. The former participants were very positive about the var-

iety of field experiences. While this proved to be an expen-

sive and time - consuming effort, these experiences were viewed

as the most significant part of the program.

6. The longer period of preparation seemed to make for a bet-

ter prepared teacher candidate. The responses of the teachers

who were interviewed indicated that the interns handled more

teething tasks better than lbe usual student teacher.
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7. There was evidence of good university and school coopera-
tion in such things as using school personnel in the in-
structional program and the involvement of teachers in the ad-
mission process. Nevertheless, the responses of the teachers
indicated that there was need for even greater improvement
here.

8. The program was individualized and personalized in a very
successful fashion. The former participants indicated that
their personal needs had been well provided for by the program.

References

'Appendix F, Teacher Status Report



CUP= VI

PROMS AB 11113111711:1D BY FOUR 211113/TIMALS

As a mesas for providing a mere personal report ma the
students vhe participated in the gregremt a series of strus-
tend interview wee conducted. The ammor of interviews
was limited sines only theme students who had completed one
year of teaching beyond their statue as interns vete used.
The four following deseriptions imelude two secondary-level
participants end two elemesterr. The secondary teachers in-
clude as dish and a Social Studies teacher.

MO slain is mods that the persons selected for the inter-
views are typical or that they represent a cross section of
the group. It is hoped, however that the individual view-
points of the persons *sleeted will portray the flavor of the
program--et least from the viewpoints of these individuals.

In order to report the interviews with openness and at
the same tine avoid being directly critical of individuals
mad institutions, the names of both persons and places have
been changed.

&LI
A secondary education student majoring in social studies,

Mary did not get a job in the district when she did her la-
ternship (sore about this later). She did get a job as a Jun.'
for high school social studies teacher in a county school dis-
trict approximately 25 miles from Denver.

Mary could be characterised as intelligent, 26 years old,
married, no children, and genuinely interested in becoming a
good teacher. She was not motivated by the ability to earn
money during the time she was preparing to become a teacher.
In addition, she did not feel that five years was too long to
spend in teacher preparation program. She is now enrolled
in a graduate program at the University of Colorado.

Mary cams into the program from the Denver Center of the
University where she found out about the program. She was re-
cruited in the beginning teacher education class, Social round-
maims of Education. The director of the program, Mr. Jones,
came to the class, described it, answered questions, and asked
interested students to get in touch with him. As a result of
this, Nary contacted Mr. Zones and was asked to come in for as

interview.

Ti. interview process for Miry was a significant 'sport -
epee. She felt from the outset that she was no leager.just
another student, with an ISM card sad a student number, but an
individual vhe was being leehsd over for possible entramee in-

to a selective program. During the interview she felt Mr. James

leS



asked relives% questions that helped determine if a aeadidate
had potential for @mose in the program. Nary left the
trviw feeling very nthusiseti about the program and her
possibilities of being included in it. Mary corroborated her
interview eminent@ on a questionnaire Omitted to all program
partlelpasts. In summary, the petunias proems me, Is
Mary's mision, very sucoossful-it made her reel es though
she were an individual of some important in a large vetoer-
city.

?hi importame of Merril feelings shout the program be-
come more evident when she deuribd her views on the other
sesames *leeted to prtiipte in the program. She viewed
nearly all of thee es Ming intelligent, hard worlds( imdi.
'ideals who were really trying to do the best they ould.
The nature of the program tended to elevate the level of
aommitmeet. Mary singled out only om perm, who me, Is her
opinion misfit. pertieular warding to
Mary, should not have been *emitted bemuse she simply did met
lime hildral She suggested that some moos of weedlike set
stubeats other than self lialeati should hews bees Mitt
into the program. For the meet pert, however, Mary telt that
those who did *replte the program "really knew they on* to
N920110 Washers and else had enough different mperteme to
11w tP, kinds of people "you wanted to teach with e well as
the And you don't."

Mom the innovations ineluded in the program thst Nary
felt the moot positive about wee the tesehlag et professional
dusatlen 'soirees at the (wheel district site. to
tabs elasese Is the sue building where she me lobs
ammelest es well as worth while for Wary. She ammo.
elated the mail glasses and the poselbilltp et dimwits, tn.
eldeste and ideas that were messily tblas plans is the etage-
re's@ where She wee warbles during the school mr. In addl
tim, she was ppreelative of the mrtualt to get to Mew
her lvereity prfessore who were mere of and sensitive to
the problem is Mr Mashies 'Hustles. Nary me met
with the Wool district fatuity member who Meet* mosigroprieie
methods merges. a felt he did met have time t wows ter
the elms immesh as he as rrytes a regular tiestams laid
with the &Satinet. She Imdleated he was so laveteed is ether
this that the leashing of a professional dmatles mares
as sit important to lam.

Oa the ether hemd, Mar, felt her edmllemal
merge, Ala one taught hp the easel distils*
VIM a valuable Imes. NO aswollod a prat
tag the serried by the Moms, but NOM 'Mow
sod thattillf get eo few Wage that I meld me I the
' lassos's, she that ls Imoortaat to mo. A essaasr mod smother
methods wares uses also wa/aablo to Navy vas was lappopsed %V
the preetloal thrust et the morose taught et the wheel dlo
trier site.

lte variety et flail mertome emend to be the met
e igeltlast part of the program to Mary. being emesed be
smashers sod @teasels is mayoral different esksol districts



enabled her to sake comparisons that were valuable to her.
The experience of sdninistring reeding tests to Ath-grade
Chicano students in southwestern Colorado gave her valuable
insight into reading problems of minority students which are
sldoa viewed by social studies teachers. Her empathy for
students was expressed most olarly when she described the
situation in one of the districts involved in the program.
"I really felt sorry for the kids, sorry for the teachers,
sorry for the whole district. There were no areas of inter-
est for the kids--no wonder they have such terrific dropout
rate. I would drop out, too, if I were kid in that situa-
tion."

The role of "instructional assistant" was new to universi-
ty students. Supervision of students in this role was also new
to teachers. The plan was to phase the instructional assist-
ants into the instructional responsibilities over a period of
two years until, by the beginning of the third year when they
were interns, they would be ready and able to function as
classroom teachers. Sy and large, Nary followed the plan and
indioated that she functioned essentially as teacher's aide
during the first year, i.e. grading papers, running off mater-
iels. During the second year, she was involved in additional
teaching tasks, and, during the third year, "my role changed
completely--I was a teacher, and I had the same responsibil-
ities as teacher. I was responsible for what I taught.
There was radical difference between being an instructional
assistant and an intern."

"Immediately and violently!" was Nary's comment when
asked how the district teachers' association reacted to her in
her role as as lastreetional assistant and especially as an
intern. There was a general suspicion that the interns were
being trained to replace Washers. Whether the Washers °hose
not to try to understand the program tosses' it threatened
them or whether they telt threatened simply Weems* they did
not understand is net slier. The test that there was misuader -
steadies sad that the laterals and lastreetiossal assistants
felt pressure due to the misunderstanding was one taeet of the
program not anticipated by its planners.

Nary's 'love es the potential of Lategratiag differen-
tiated @tattles sad Washer odmeatiels were ealightealmg, She

ladiested is the previous ph that there was mesh avers-
hassles about interns sod streetional assistants la the pro.

1:::Issetteele, yet, apparently Weaves of her training la dit-
%LIMN stetting sad understemding of it, she indicated

she presently leashes with the help of teacher aides she would
welcome interns in her building.

Nary's realities to the planned dinner meetings if Ie.

sersetiseel assistants and intone, Mashers, protease's, ate
the Director if the program was eathmelastie. The interns and

imetrmetismal assistants had great deal in omega sad the
menage pee them en opportunity te share esperionees. *Vs

had kind if mains-rap sessions she they were sere than just

geed, they were really important."



A threatening dimension in the program to the interns
was the fact that the district made no commitment about being
obligated to hire them and their internship vas completed.
They were told repeatedly that there vas no obligation on the
district's part to hire them. In so, the single most dis-
appointing aspect of the three years which Mary spent in
training was the fact that she vas not hired by the district
where she did her internship.

B. r

As a secondary Inglish major who was genuinely interested
in working with youth, the program seemed almost tailor-made
for Betty. Her strong positive attitude toward children, as
well as adults, vas instrumental in her being able to attain

teaching job in the district where she did her internship.
As mother of three and being thirty-five years old, Setty
knew what she vas looking for in her preparation to become a
teacher and the program apparently met these needs. Since
completing her internship--less than two yearsshe has com-
pleted her N.A. degree and is now a Ph.D. candidate.

The ability to earn money while still in training did not
partienlarly attract her to the program; or vas she dissuaded
by the additional year beyond the naval certification program
required of program partielpaats. Dotty and Nary were en-
rolled la the same begimaing teacher adulation course, at the
Deaver Coster of the University of Colorado, when Betty first
heard about the program from Mr. James, the program Director.
The laterview vas eeeduoted by Ne. Brom, the head of the

lisp &wisest la ems of the district's secondary mhos's.
Ne is rosettes t the interview was predictably enthusiastic.
She lt she was Mime treated as a *VIP" in an importaat pro-
gram. Betty viewed the interviews as a praotioal way to dis
sera her ...abilities for Meads" a stmient in the program.
N evertheless, it was mere that two maths before she was of-
!totally notified that she had te aseepted. Ibis delay
gamed emsiderable lea for betty as well as other
stweeats interviewed s it hindered their ability to make
gels for the appresehiag *Moot year.

aster's view of the studeate molested for the presses vas
that they were a highly individualistie group, with ash et's-
demt catering the program for diftereat masses. She felt
that eommilmeat to ths 'regime, la spits of the inevitable
frustratleas, made the diffemase Mime, those vibe stayed in
e nd these Ai dropped eat.

The opportunity to tabs the prefessioaal educative seeress
o r Alte_easapiotleolar ofet the program la betty's
v.sw. oProbabV the alsest about the Asti idea (ms-
site dmatim seems) vas the set that ve had a ehamee to
g abs them real --w 416'4 Is aiplaiag," at least very few
thiage, that we veresit able tome ismediatelyamd meet et

oar assignmeste were gives to us la toms of things we mold
do in the slaseresme where we were working,"



The variety of field experiences built into the program
was, from Betty's viewpoint, a primary strength. For ex-
ample, the reaction to being placed in a low socio-economic
school district to work was generally one of disappointment
on the part of most of the interns. Betty viewed the assign-
ment as a challenge for being able to accept the experience
as it came along and to make the best of it was a challenge.
In order to provide a broad scope of field experiences for
the program participants, it was necessary for them frequently
to be absent from their home district. Even though there were
funds available to hire substitutes, there was a potential
problem in view of the building principal's desire to have his
staff on duty as much as possible. Betty believed, "The idea
of being able to spend a week in another school -- having an
experience like this was worth whatever sacrifices ve had to
make in terms of public relations with our principal or
parents."

Betty utilised an interesting means of dealing with po-
tential critics of the program. She recognised very early
that most of the criticism was coming from teachers who were
suspicious of the program because they didn't understand it.
"I developed WI own technique of going into a new experience
and doing a kind of selling job for the progran before the
rumors got started--and the people were very nice to me and I
had a lot of good experiences and worked with a lot of good

teachers." There were concerns expressed by the teachers'as-
sociation concerning the status of the interns and the nature
of the entire differentiated staffing plan. While these con-
cerns were never expressed officially or in writing, they verso

real and were felt in one way or another by all the interns
including Betty. She felt the teachers mere fearful that dif-
ferentiated staffing was being forced upon them, end, since they
were not able to reach the administrators, the teachers showed
their frustrations through their negative feelings toward the
interns. Sett, felt that as an individual she was liked by
the teachers with whom she worked, but that as an "intern" she

was not accepted by them.

In addition, Betty observed that neither she nor her fel-

low interns fully understood all the implicatione.especially
the negative ones being part of a differentiated staffing
program. Betty saw herself as a different type of aide working

in the classroom. The full varomess of Neat it meant to be

part of a differentiated staffing program and all the negative
teacher attitudes was not realised Natil the students were well

into the second year of the Prelres-

A frequently heard criticism of the use of interns was

that they are turned loose- -given full, or nearly full, teach-
ing loads and received little or no help from the university
or the public 'shoals. This was not the case with Betty, for
her perception of the help she resolved from the university
and her cooperating teacher was that it was more than adequate.
She did not feel that she was being exploited as "cheap labor."

%%ether or not an intern readied adequate supervision or com-

pensation probably was not owl, as important as how the in-

tern tall about the supervision and compensation.
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Since differentiated staffing had taken on controversial
overtones with the teachers, the means of communication among
the persons involved was especially important. One of the
most effective devices was social get-togethers of interns,
teachers, administrators, and university faculty members.
Many of these were small gatherings that served to squelch
rumors and build the sometimes sagging morale of the interns.

The program called for the interns to work primarily in
the parent school district and, although each intern was in-
formed on different occasions, obtaining a job in the district
naturally became one of the primary expectations of the in-
terns. Since Betty accepted a job in the parent district, it
is understandable that she had positive feelings about the way
interns were treated by the district in terms of job oppor-
tunity. It is important to note, however, that the interns
who did not get jobs in the district felt very disappointed
since they had worked in the district for three years.

When asked to summarize the strengths of the program,
Betty named the variety of field experiences first. Not only
did the field experiences give her a chance to see various
schools in operation, but it was an opportunity to work with
different groups of students. Also, she felt exceptionally
well prepared to accept her teaching responsibilities as an
intern after working two years as an instructional assistant.
The second area of strength mentioned was the teaching of pro-
fessional education courses at the school district site.
said, "It was a chance to do something real about what we were
learning in the education courses."

Improvement of communication was mentioned by Betty as a
means of improving the program. A corollary to this was the
need for participants to have a better understanding of the
program at the point of entry. Betty felt that some of the
students came into the program without strong commitment to it
and were, therefore, easily frustrated and discouraged when
problems came up.

One purpose of the program was to launch interns into
graduate programs by off4ring graduate level credit to them
during their fifth year. Betty was able to gain experience in
secondary reading in which she developed an interest and is
now a graduate student in secondary ree.ang. She attributed
this motivation to her opportunities for working with reading
teachers in different schools which was a part of the varied
field experiences.

AVM
Susan, an elementary education student, atteeded school

in Denver where she graduated from George Washington Nigh
School. She wanted to attend a large University and chose the
University of Colorado because she wanted to stay in the State.
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Age 20, single, a striking appearance, and an affable
personality were all positive factors in her successful con-
ptotion of the program. At the time she entered the program,
she was on the verge of dropping out of teacher education be-
cause she felt the tradition*: program us, too structured.

Susan heard about the program in one of the beginning
elementary education classes on the Boulder campus. The pro-
gram appealed to her because she had some misgivings about
the regular one. She felt it was ideal for her because it
took her out of the traditional program at a time when she
wanted out. It also provided her with a small amount of money
while she was in school, and she needed the money at the time.
Finally, the prospect of spending five instead of four years
in preparing to be a teacher was of little concern to her.
She felt she could learn a great deal more about teaching by
becoming a part of this program in lieu of doing her student
teaching under one cooperating teacher in a self-contained
classroom.

Susan was interviewed for the proem, by a school dis-

trict staff member. In contrast to the sieve of other in-
terns concerning the value of the inter...tow, she was not ir-

pressed by it. When pressed as to why she felt this way,
Susan indicated, "I don't think they really found out much

about us. They did not ask very good questions."

Even though she had a negative reaction to the interviews,
Susan was impressed with the quality of the students who were

selected for the program.

The general impression which Susan held of the program

as that it was excellent. It provided her with the oppor-
tunity to work with children over an extended period of time
which enabled her to decide if she really waated to booms a

teacher. Such things as working (slowly with a science teach
er who demonstrated a lesson in science to a class and then
being able to take a snail group from the class and try out
the demonstrated method were excellent.

Having the opportunity to student teach a full semester

insteel of eight weeks was another highlight of the program

in Susan's opinion. Also, Susan found the internship to be

a rewarding experience. She stated, "I had a lot of teachers
around me on whom I could call -.so I did not have to make my

awn mistakes."

When queried as to the value of the education courses
that were taught at the school district sits Susan had a post-

tive reaction and said, "Ws could determine if a method of
teaching seldom or language arts was worth while by trying it

out almost immediately with real children." The course that
impressed Susan the most was the Language arts methods which

as taught by a team ecepeeed of a professor from the Univer-
sity sal a school district staff member. She commented, "It
was valuable to me in that it helped me in learning to work
with children and how to teach language arts." The education.-

at psychology COUPS' and the student teaching seminar did not

impress her.
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The field experiences Susan participated in included
Radstart, a child day-car center, visits to urban elemen-
tary schools, a week-long visit to an economically deprived
rural school lade up of minority group children, and another
week-long experience working in an outdoor laboratory school.
This variety of field experiences had a profound effect on
Susan and in her words were "very, very valuable." She was
doing her internship in a suburban school with open space and
team teaching when she took a week to visit and work in a
poverty-stricken rural district with a predominance of minor-
ity students. "We could compare the open space school to a
self-contained classroom school. We could compare our chil-
dren with those children, and we learned a great deal from
this." The week of teaching at the outdoor lab gave Susan
insights into new approach*s to teaching science. She con-
cluded, "I wish I could take my children there (to the lab)
now, for I liked it so very much."

There is little question as to the value of the variety
of field experiences enjoyed by the instructional assistants
and interns. However, this portion of the program was not
without unique problems. Belag gone for several days, some-
times a week at a time, produced a gap in continuity at the
home school which could not be avoided. Susan commented, "It
was very hard to leave my team and my children for a week. On
one occasion, I left when we were changing schedules, so I
left my team hanging." Even so, Susan indicated that the teas
did not resent her being gone because they understood the
field experiences to be a part of the program.

Susan was well aware of the change in responsibilities
from instructional assistant, which emphasised teacher aide
type duties, to that of a student teacher, which included an
emphasis on instruction, and to the internship where she
functioned as part of a teaching team. As an instructional
assistant, Susan had clerical work to do which she did not
like. Her desire, even as an instructional assistant, was to
work directly with children, and she was not happy with any-
thing less than that. The semester of student teaching was a
growing experience for Susan. She learned "a lot about my
children, myself, and a lot about teaching." As an intern,
Susan felt she really developed into a teacher. She worked
in the same building pod and on the same team as when she was
a student teacher. The continuity of the experience helped
her gain confidence and to be accepted or her fellow teachers
as an equal member of the team. As a first-year teacher in
the same school, Susan's self concept was one of confidence
and competence.

When asked to contrast the university and the school dis-
trict in terse of the quality of the supervision which she
received, the university came out second beet. She stated,
"I was treated fine by the school district and by the ele-
mentary school as an intern. I was treated good by the uni-
versity, but I did not get as much help as I think could
have had. I think that since there was only a small number
of us, the supervisor could have known us better."
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Tn summarising the strengths and weaknesses of the pro-
gram, Susan stressed the value of the variety of field ex-
periaaces, ;he semester-long student teaching with an out-
stand:. g coznIerating teacher, and her internship, because "I
was wit.. 4 fantastic team." Susan stated as weaknesses the
lack of supervision from the university and the failure of
students and university personnel to take full advantage of
the learning possibilities in seminars and small on-site
classes.

Jean is an attractive intelligent, 25-year old, who is
now married (but single while in the program). She had
wanted to be an elementary teacher as long as she could re-
member, and to meet her objective she chose the University of
Colorado over several other schools that had accepted her.
While not presently teaching, Jean is working as a curriculum
evaluator in a curriculum development project. She chose to
enter the program because she heard it was to be a highly se-
lective group and the program was to be a new approach to
teacher education. Jean did not fully understand the commit-
sent she was making in terms of the length of the program;
however, this did not seem to concern her. Jean's first con-
crete impressions of the program came from a brochure which
she was given in her first professional education course.

The admission interview impressed Jean more than any
other early experience in the program. The interview was con-
ducted by a school district staff member who was teaching in
one of the elementary schools. Jean left the interview feel-
ing very excited about the program and wanting very much to be
accepted. Jean indicated that one of the reasons she was so
excited about it was that the teacher who interviewed her also
was very positive about it.

Being involved with students at the beginning of the pro-
gram and having the opportunity to work in a variety of
schools were the strengths of the Program according to Jean.
The opportunity to immediately test and apply the ideas
learned in methods courses was another plus factor in the
program. Jean felt the opportunity to use new materials with
students instead of talking about them was an asset. For ex-
ample, she felt successful in the science methods course even
though she experienced frustration with some aspects of it.
By working through the problems right in the classroom, she
was able to adapt the course to her needs. "We had a chance
to experience what the kids were going through right at the
time."

When asked to compare the value of courses taken on site
and on campus, Jean favored the on-site courses. For example,
the math methods course was taught on campus t and even though
she learned how to use Quisonaire Rods, she felt she still
did not know how pupils would react to them.
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Predictably, Jean felt very positive about .he coopera-
tion and support she received from the school district per-
sonnel involved in the program. Her reaction to the question
of how well she was accepted was almost one of surprise. She
expected to be accepted, and, ire her words, "In all cases my
experiences with all the people involved were very cooperative,
were very positive, and they all helped me in whatever way I
needed. They were willing to accept what I had to say right
off the bat which I thought was really neat."

"The more varied the experiences, the better," was
Jean's response to the question about the value of the variety
of experiences provided each intern in the program. The op-
portunities to visit schools with different economic classes
of children and to observe different modes of teaching were
particularly valuable to Jean. "You found you had an oppor-
tunity to decide where you wanted to teach and where you best
fit. You weren't locked into an upper - middle -class school or
a lower-class situation."

Jean's perception of her role change from that of an
instructional assistant to an intern showed considerable in-
sight. As an instructional assistant, she saw herself in the
role of a helper-observer who was getting to know the class-
room and the students and getting accustomed to the idea of
becoming a teacher. During the second semester of her in-
structional assistant experience, she saw her role changing
as she was given responsibility to plan, teach, and evaluate
her own units. This was part of a gradual process of gaining
more confidence in learning to work with children so that by
the time she was an intern there was no problem in taking over
the responsibility of a classroom.

The experience of being a part of a teaching team was
especially valuable to Jean. She felt from the beginning, even
when she was "just a peon," that her ideas were accepted by the
team. Jean did not remain in the "peon role" for very long.
Even though she was a junior member of a team that had a def-
inite differentiated staffing hierarchy, she became involved
in many of the team leader activities, such as curriculum
development and attending meetings to represent the team. She
agreed that the program's goal of integrating differentiated
staffing with teacher education was a success in her case with
one exception--she felt she had all the responsibilities of a
first-year teacher but was called an intern and paid a lower
salary.

One goal of the program was to provide interns with ade-
quate assistance and supervision. Jean felt that the help she
received from both the university and the public school per-
sonnel was reasonable. She said, "If I needed help there al-
ways were people willing to give me help, not only in the
school but in the university, which was nice."

Another program goal was to get the interns together
socially to help build morale and a sense of togetherness.
Jean felt the social gatherings were very useful as they
helped her find out about the program and the people in it.
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One of the areas of misunderstanding experienced by some
of the interns was the commitment the school district had to
them with respect to a job. Jean had no question in her mind
about the fact that interns weren't guaranteed jobs. "I knew
after the internship that I was on my own."

When asked to consider the weaknesses of the program,
Jean felt the methods courses were not arranged to take full
advantage of the on-site, teaching situation. She did say,
however, that as the program progressed, she saw substantial
changes in the courses that did take advantage of the on-site,
teaching situation. She felt that it might have helped if
the teachers who taught the methods courses had been given
special training in how to take advantage of the site and
having children with whom to work.

The high point of the program for Jean was the human re-
lationships. All the interns kept in touch with each other,
and she felt the school district and university personnel
were very close to her.

Another goal of the program was that the participants
would aspire to going on with their professional development
in the form of challenging jobs or graduate work. Jean's ex-
periences with individualised instruction on a teaching team
proved to be invaluable in obtaining two curriculum develop-
ment positions - -one in math and one in science. She stated,
"It wasn't so much my background in math that got she ur job
as my background in individualisation. I knew how to handle
individualised materials and, at that time, they had no one
else who knew how in that part of Nov York." Jean subsequent-
ly moved around, but soon returned to Colorado for a job. At
this writing, she is working in the B.S.C.S. project evaluating
new curriculum materials.
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CHAPTER VII

NEW DIMENSIONS IN TEACHER EDUCATION

What is needed to provide the neophyte teacher the kind
of teacher education program which will make him a true mrl-
fessional? In this report, an exploratory program was de-
scribed and evaluated, and from this Inveseagmeihm a number
of dimensions for a professional program mOSOP eigletifted.
Here, differentiated staffing was weed tie sirmwtdm the vettiebe
for integrating theory and Oreetice to womb a times nn that
genuine school-university eeeperation use realised.

What are the new dimensions of this proposed program of
teacher education? Prior to presenting and elaborating on
these dimensions, two basic assumptions need to be stated.
First, with reference to the theories of teacher education
developed in the second chapter of Whig monograph, the pro-
gram focused on individualisetlen; hence, it is on the mental
health end of the continuum as opposed to a stress on subject
matter end.

Second, there is no perfect model to fit all teacher edu-
cation situations; hence, the dimensions of the proposed pro-
gram are presented without reference to any specific model.
There is no attempt to spell out the details of a model pro-
gram since programs must be organized to fit the unique prob-
lems of local situations. The actual administration and or-
ganisation of a program must vary from situation to situation.

New Dimensions

What are the characteristics of a professional program?
These characteristics are presented here and explained in some
detail.

Selection at students

The success of any education enterprise is dependent, in
large measure upon the quality of the learners who are in-
volved; likewise, the effectiveness of a teacher education
program is determined, to some degree, by the qualifications
of the participants in the program. Therefore, the selection
and retention process should be based upon a set of well -
developed criteria.

Institutions of higher learning do not have complete con-
trol over the of students who enter their programs; how-
ever, many have unwilling or reluctant to develop and
apply selection and retention criteria. Beyond institutional
academic standards, there are at least three facets of the
selection process which are important to its success.
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First, some form of emolument from students should be
v'equired for admission to the program. Thus, self selection
should be a part of the prigneee. These comedienne, ere not
roadblocks to prevent tree entering Ike ptegram, but
rather test to de these students are sincerely
interested in Speouls. . The commitments might in-
clude an exilea year of meal work beyond the usual four-
year undergimemate premix. waft dimities end responsibilities
in the public schools, OP amallORWIt to service agencies prior
to or during the prodimm.

Second, school personnel with whom students work sisS
learn in a school-based teacher education program should have
a part in the screening and selection process. This screen-
ing process may take various form, but public school teachers
and administrators should have a choice in the selection of
prospective teachers.

Third, the final selection criteria should be a Mat
venture students, university faculties, and public school
personnel. mechmaics of the final selection process will
vary with the characteristics of the institution of higher
learning and the public schools involved.

An adequate retention policy and its administration are
almost as important as a sound selection procedure. A series
of evaluation check points should be set up throughout the
teacher education program, and a formal evaluation should take
place at the end of each major segment of the program. Reten-
tion in the program should be based upon the joint evaluation
of student teachers (self evaluation), teachers, administrators,
and university personnel.

lavalasasat at Walls anima Ism Mu
Since a program of this type requires a great deal of

teacher cooperation, it is necessary to involve them from the
outset. Certainly, the teachers who will be working with the
students should be involved in their selection for the pro-
gran. By enlisting the teachers in the selection of the par-
ticipants, they have a stake in the program from the start.
The teachers are not merely consulted, but they have the final
decision as to who enters the program at their school.

During the period of time in which the neophyte is working
in the school, primary responsibility for his supervision
falls upon the team of teachers; hence, the teachers should
be involved in the evaleation of the students. One of the
conditions under which a teacher agrees to work in the pro-
gram is that he will outwit regular, written evaluations on
the performance of the student with whom he is working.

Along with the above responsibilities, teachers should
be part of the instructional team in professional education.
The level of involvement may vary from the teacher having the
entire responsibility for a course to participating in a
seminar meeting as a resource person. One reason that teachers
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are able to participate is that the professional education
work is offered on site at the school making it easy for the
teachers to attend the seminars and work with the students.

School District - University C000eration

As stated earlier, one of the weakest aspects of teacher
preparation has been the lack of valid school district-
university cooperation in the total effort of preparing teach-
ers. While there has always been some cooperation, it has not
been the kind of effective relationship that really benefits
the student and the teacher. Meaningful cooperation requires
joint planning. Too often, the university has done its plan-
ning without consulting the school district personnel who are
to be involved. Joint planning means to design a program of
teacher preparation with all members of the educational com-
munity participating in the venture.

If planning is done jointly, then there should be a
shared use of personnel. This means that university staff
would be more actively involved in school district operations,
and, of course, school district personnel are used in more re l-
evant and meaningful teaching or consulting work on the uni-
versity campus with prospective teachers. Likewise, if per-
sonnel are to be shared, then the next step is joint use of
facilities. In other words, many courses taught now on campus
could be presented on site in the school, and the research
facilities of the campus are more available to the school dis-
trict.

Any serious attempt to move toward school district-
university cooperation would require a review of the financ-
ing arrangements for the two institutions. The shared use of
personnel and facilities would need to be reflected in budget
planning. This, perhaps, would be the most difficult problem
of all.

EA professional Mosel= Cimino
The work in professional education should be taught out

in the schools where there are real resources available for
instruction. Instruction is conducted in school instructional
materials *enters as well as in campus curriculum laboratories.
When classes are presented at the school site, pupils, teach-
ers, administrators, plus other specialised school personnel,
are at hand to be part of the instruction. In presenting the
administrative str..cture of a school system, an administrator
from the system may explain the operation of that district to
the students in the school board meeting room.

Certainly, there are problems in using schools as sites
for instruction. Many schools do not have well-equipped in-
structional materials centers so there are not adequate mater-
ials available. Also, it is difficult to bring a large enough
group of students together in one place to make it practical.
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There are constant conflicts with school-scheduled uses of
facilities. Since students have many commitments, it is
difficult to maintain comeunication and to bring them to-
gether. Probably, the advantages of on-site classes still
outweigh the disadvantages because of the reality of the sit-
uation.

Alternative klacatimal /merlon=
There is an extensive array of state, private, business

and military educational agencies which can provide the stu-
dent with new dimensions of the educational process. In each
case, arrangements to study these must be made well in ad-
vance to get students involved at the necessary depth to real-
ly understand the operation. Students do need to leave their
regular duties at the schools in order to participate in these
activities. This can produce conflicts of interest for the
student so that careful preparation with the school personnel
needs to he carried out to secure their cooperation.

Advantages of these activities are many. The students
are given a low experience, and they are brought together to
discuss something out of the school setting. They gain per-
spective and fresh insights into their own situations from the
experiences. Seeing the educational process carried on in
another kind of environment provides the student with a new
basis of comparison of his own class activities.

Differentiated atattlat
Differentiated staffing has great potential as a means

for introducing neophytes into the profession. The concept
calls for several levels of personnel with different degrees
of skill who are working together in an instructional team.
This provides an opportunity to work students into real teach-
ing situations as paid employees of the district while they
learn. Starting as instructional assistants, the students
progress to student teachers to interns, and then to proba-
tionary teachers as their skills and preparation increase. It
is realistic way to prepare teachers.

By the same token, it brings the veteran teachers into
the role of teacher educators, for they, as team leaders and
members, take an extensive responsibility for thepreparation
of these students in real classroom situations. These people
need inservice work to prepare them for this new role. Also,
in this role, they will cooperate with university professors
in the instruction of the neophytes in the theoretical aspects
of teaching. This plan goes far beyond the apprenticeship ap-
proach to teacher preparation. Students do have on-the-job
practical experience over a period of time but, also, oa site
they are provided with needed instruction in theory by uni-
versity instructors and experienced teachers.

The instructional assistant is a new role in teacher
education. This person is a university student who, as part
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lasgsstal Bemanaretion

The student in teacher education sh be able to earn
as he learns. re should mo to work in a school system as an
instructional assistant rot so many hours a week. This estab-
lishes his position in the different,ated staffing plan, and
it makes him part of a real instructional team. A fifth-year
internship with pay moves the student into another kind of
position in the staffing plan. The student is not placed on
full salary since part of his time will be occupied with
directed experiences in the preservice programs. If the dis-
trict hires the stuesnt, he moves into the role of the pro-
bationary teacher, and he is on full salary. At this point,
his preparation shifts to inservice activities; nevertheless,
this plan calls for the student receiving pay for his work
in the school throughout his period of preparation.

SINUIAAIAL/MIWIll AUULIZANIUMI

In the proposed promises, individualisation of instruction
is to be euphemised. This is to be complished to a number
of ways. Seminars are small enough that instructors can tailor
the work to fit the expressed needs of the student. Both uni-
versity and school personnel spend time working on an individum
al basis with the student through conterenees and clinical ex-
perleamos. The studeet is guided through a variety of field
e xperiences so as to help him identify the type and level of
teashing situation to which he is best suited. The close per-
sonal contest mod the extended period of preparation through

fifth-year internship makes it an expensive program. True
individualisation requires the extensive use of time from well-
prepared !Nulty members. This is the kind of preparation
which is needed for a professional proems.

UMW 12atsialiaal Znatais
Nov long does it take to educate professional teacher?

There was time in our history when ea eighth-grade education
was considered dequate, sad it is only within resent years
that a tear -year 8011.0 degree has Meese standard for 'opt' -
filiation. Nevertheless, ter s person to eater teaching at a
truly prefessiemal level e t a xpertise, more is considerable

;114:t that It is going to tabs still,mere preparation.
!;:ar and tive.year plass have Weave popular, but it is

the position et these writers that a pretessismal teethe,
n eeds mere extensive preparatioe them that. This is perticum
larly brae ir the neophyte is ~kiss for pay In a differenti-
ated Startles plea dories meet of his preparation. Wm, it
Is 'revised that preservie work shade late leastwise work so
that it is all part of a single preparatory propos. Also, if
the preproter7 program is extended sad if the level et ',pert-
Ise at the tire if mat entry as tellfledeed member of the
profession is raised, there will to iatrodueed a mesh mere ex -
Wastes selt.seleeties prime's. It will no lifter be a matter
of taking three er teem extra eemrses for a eertitieste while
getting on emdergradeate degree, are will a seephyte really
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De left learn "c teach attar he has been certified 's
cut cr. mn k2rorrair with several level, -I
orepcrersinna; exrerl..uce ,,ricr to certificatirm

t.7.1 j I) prepareo teher wt .. he cr,rtifle''.
tot.' nr',;ra.1 -iy -9p.c :cnr sr eight year, iccitnr

the .x.lerrral,.t.4 iegrof . twrinate "n y mastar'n larres
ttft,rAfie in d ,3pecIPI arcs.
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APPENDIX A

TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAM INVIWORY

This will be used to make comparisons among several teacher

preparation programs. Please do not write your name on this

sheets. Answer honestly, considering the program as a whole

rather than isolated incidents. This solicits your reactions

and is not test.

DIRICTIONS1 ?ill in only date, are and sex at the top of the

answer shoot. Read the directions on the answer

sheet and ellea04 the sample answer block direct

ly below the directions.

On this cheat there are a number of questions to

be answered on a scale of A to E. Place your

!theta* on the answer sheet. Note that the nues

tions are numbered horisontally on the answer

sheet. Please be careful not to fold or bend

the top edge of the answer sheet. Think you

very mush for your cooperation.

I believe professional teacher preparation as I have experl

owed it lee

1. valuable A ICD3 worthless

2. hard Al: 0 3 easy

3. idealistic A II C 0 3 preetleal

M. relevant A 3 C 0 2 irreleveat

5. efflelent A 3 C 0 2 ineffielent
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On the basis of er experieen I believe pupils to ass

6. interesting ABCD 2 boring

7. able ABCD 2 helpless

6. powered ABC D 2 deprived

9. spostesseue ABCD inhibited

10. stellar A 9 C D 11 different

On the basis of ap experience I believe sebeeis are:

11. baby sitting
wastes A 9 C D 2

12. 'melee@ ABCD11
13. depressing A I C D I

1. relevant ABC22
15. effielest A2022 ineffielest

Personally, I leek epee gnashing ass

16.apestosslas ABCDBajob

learning alensies

hope filled

exhilaratisi

irreleveet

17. indliddmilised A

16. pupil semiarid A

19. direst A I

20. towhee
ownsped AB002

vas the eagle baler ter items 21-30.

I feel I bees (seek A I

21. steeple' A I C

22. easel Me
9tromment A' 2

23. Weber duties A 2 0

2. 2isadvem401104
A 2 C

Ski: Oar
taped

C

C

02 Fithl0

2 subjeet mitered

2 indireet

pupil 'attired

0 2 taste) abuts
11

0

0

o 11

D

9 2

A 0

26. ditteromtlated
seas/ 0011t A 2 0

N



27. team teachingABCDE
28. lesson pre-

paration ABCDE
29. discipline ABCD9
30. testing and

evaluation AlCDE
(A)
(t)

31.

32.A9CD

33. A 9 2 D

34.ABCD

35.A9CD

36. A 3 C D

37.A9CD
38.A9CD

39. A $C D

40.413CD

41.ABCD

42.ANCD

43.A9CD
44.119CD

41.ASCD

strong agreement, (9) agreement, (C)
strong disagreement

A 3 C

disagreement,

The theoretical purpose of the Cherry Creek pro.
gram- practical experience - -was an appropriate
activity for the beginning of the program.

?he University and public schools can cooperate
to produce better teacher programs.

The teaching experience was of no more value than
a methods course alone would have been.

Too ouch time was devoted to this teacher educa-
tion activity.

I feel more able to approach the staff of the
University as a result of the program.

As a result of the teacher education experience,
I have less fear of failure in the practical
side of teaching.

I found the whole experience uncomfortable.

Theoretical courses have become meaningful as a
result of my public school participation.

My experience in the schools was as expected.

I was surprised to learn how little diversity of
opinion and attitude exists among teachers.

S imilar programs would be valuable for all future
teachers.

My relations with the public school cooperating
teacher were rewarding.

Travel was a major problem.

Isolation from the University faculty and facili-
ties was detriment.

really missed the estraeurriculr activities
of the essese.



APPIND12

STUDIST AWITUDS SOUS

altaallana ilkairea
A study is being made to determine the attitude of sec-

cedar, school students toward their student teashers. You are
being asked to help in this study by recreating to the 65
items on the Student Attitude Scale which i. attached.

It is important that you consider your entire school ex-
perience in marking your answers whisk do not deal pes:Mean,
with your

try
student teacher. in those dealing with your student

teseher, to answer sposifieallY ia mirdAsipAga Mal Wallis& Mail= aid as Aka
Ass answer sheet is provided on whisk you are asked to

mark reassesses. The following is as (maple of the kind of
thing you will be asked to roomed tot

110001SA
1. I feel that nr student teacher is genuinely coo-

wormed about me and my samosa

1. Agree Disagree
0 0

If you agree with the above statement, blacken the circle
under Agree. If you disagree with it, blacken the epees Nodes
Disagree.

2. I generally do an aceeptabl job of studying.

2. Agree Disagree
0

Again, if you agree with the above statement, blesken the
circle seder Agree. If you disagree with it, bloodies the cir-
cle under gdsellm

DIMINDIOs In quietism' like example I, oemeentrato
ally on YOOD etude.% Washer. questions like example 2,
thick of yew! eetire **heel *portage,.

in school.

please sewer every item.
the best (foss Was fell
of time is any one item.
aeh mower. Please use
pea. If you do not have a

Your first remotion is (*morally
mg); therefore, do sot spend a lot
Completely blasken the spasm for
pseeil. DO NOT use ball-point
pull, ask for one.

*mowers to this seals will sot be seed to males &Miele.
uel merieses or ovelestismos in feet, we amok rev spesifi-
ally Off to pima your none en flee answer sheet. Please ow.
press yeereslf freshly sad hemostly, bowleg thet hem

to
as

an individual answered the items will never be knows to way-
em other them pew

Mask you for your cooperation.
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STUDINT ATTITUDE SCALE

1. I generally do an acceptable job of studying.

2. I think school work is important.

3. My student teacher is concerned about whether or not a
student has friends.

4. Students are given enough freedom in selecting their
school subjects.

5. Students in my school make a special effort to make new
students feel welcome.

6. I can depend on my student teacher to help me even if I
should get into serious trouble.

7. I feel that w student teacher is definitely interested
in me as an individual.

8. I understand the reasons behind school rules and regula-
tions.

9. I feel that my student teacher cares about what students
think about their subjects, their classroom worm, and
their assignments.

10. I do as well as my classmates in school.

11. My grades tend to encourage me in my school worm.

12. The school has the information I want and need to know
about colleges or other schools which offer post-high
school education.

13. My student teacher has talked with sm about the things I
do best.

14. I feel at ease when talking individually to u student
teacher.

15. Students in my school do not make fun of other students
who are different.

16. When I am in "rut" in school, I know how to get out of
it.

17. *1 student teacher has done something important especially
for me as an individual.

18. My student teacher shows respeet and consideration for
students under his (her) supervision.

19. I feel free to disease a personal problem with my student
Weber.
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20. It is easy for me to maks friends.

21. The grading system is an incentive to do my best work.

22. My student teacher is aware of the opinions of his (her)
students.

23. Time spent in school is worthwhile.

24. To be accepted by a group of friends is one of the best
things that can happen to a person.

25. My student teacher speaks to on outside of class.

26. I feel that I have became sufficiently involved in school
activities.

27. I can talk about my real feelings about things with my
student teacher.

28. Most high school students are interested in helping
other students succeed.

29. I usually feel comfortable and at ease when I am in
classes taught by my stedeat teacher.

30. I seldom think about quitting school.

31. I put school work before other things.

32. My studeat teacher lets ne know when I have dons a good
job.

33. I have several close friends at school who would stick
by ne eves if I were in serious trouble.

34. My student teacher has helped as to make new friends.

35. WI student teacher understands the problems of high
school students.

36. by friends think that getting good grades in school is
important.

37. Most students respect my student teacher.

38. My stalest Washer tries to beams personally acquainted
with all the students in his (her) classes.

39. I speed enough time studying.

40. I have a friend when I Gas trust to keep my seerets.

41. My student teacher misses me when I an absent from slags.

42. My 9010001 sebieets interest ne.

43. Nekiag friends at school is easy.
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44. My student teacher makes an effort to make new students
feel welcome at school.

45. My student teacher thenks that I will be successful in
my adult life.

46. My student teacher tries to give students a chance to be
sucolssful in class.

47. I lock forward to seeing my friends at school.

48. I 111,71 the subject which my student teacher teaches.

49. My teacher is more likely to recognize students
when have done a good job than to criticize them
for their shortcomings.

50. I feel that I can really talk with my student teacher.

51. School work is easy fn, me.

52. My student teacher ha:3 helped me feel more confident
about my ability.

53. I work to learn in school.

54. I enjoy doing school work.

55. I went to keep my grades about the same as those of the
rest of the members of my group.

56. School work is exciting and interesting for me.

57. My student teacher helps me with any problems or ques-
tions I have.

58. My student teacher is willing to spend extra time and
effort to help me.

59. I enjoy coming to school.

CO. I hate to ales school.

61. I would be going to school whether or not I had to.

62. I think my student teacher enjoys teaching.

63. My education is helping me to set and achieve my future
goals.

64. It is easy for me to get along with my student teacher.

65. I find it easy to talk with my student teacher about
my problems.
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APPENDIX C

BEE= j5211--COOPERATING MGM

Please complete the following questions as soon as possible
and as completely and carefully as you can. The information
will be used for comparisons with one of our other systems for
teacher preparation. LI apial silag lag. .111

lie& MU At Igggpgx 'Phis viii not be entered
into any records. not signthe form. It is coded so I
know who has responded for follow up purposes or to ask ques-
tions if I am unable to understand your responses.

Please understand it is xam beliefs, feelings and opinions I
need. I hope you do not need to consult fellow teachers, ad-
ministrators or your student teacher in completing this form.
Please keep your rating in strict confidence. It will only
be used in twilling some group statistics. Please understand
I trust you to give as an honest report. I hope you will
trust me to be honest ant candid in the summery. I have no
connection with the study except its evaluation.

Thank you very such for your cooperation. Please return this
in the enclosed envelope.

Harold H. Anderson
Helloes Annex 112, University of Colorado

224=4111112 MGM Magi
Please rate your student teacher on this form. Make your com-
parison with respect to all certified teachers as you know
them. This report will only be used for research purposes and
will ad be used to recommend or grade students. As stated
before, we want nue opinion.

Concern for pupil welfare very low 1 2 3 4 S very high
Desire to improve very low 1 2 3 4 5 very high
Ability to organize for

teaching duties very low 1 2 3 4 5 very high
Realism of his (her)

expectation very low 1 2 3 4 5 very high
Subject area competence very low 1 2 3 4 5 very high
Theoretical background

in education very low 1 2 3 4 5 very high
Practical adaptation

to teaching very low 1 2 3 4 5 very high
Quality of work habits very low 1 2 3 4 S very high
Present professional
ability .41117 low 1 2 3 4 5 very high

Professior,1 promise very low 1 2 3 4 5 very high



My nredictiou for this person as a teacher is:

A. Most likely will not teach (give reason).

B. Will do rather poorly.

C. Will be satisfactory.

D. Very good to excellent.

E. Superior.

Do you have any comments about this person's preparation or
selection?
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APPENDIX D

REPOR/ f COOPERATING TEACHERS

Please complete this form as soon as possible and as complete-
ly and carefully as you can. It will be used for an evalua-
tion of the Cherry Creek-University of Colorado Teacher Educa-
tion Project. At no time will it be used to evaluate you or
your instructional aid. Do not sign this form. There are
identification marks known to me only that will be used to
follow up on unreturned measures or to ask questions if I do
not believe I understand your responses.

Please understand it is xagE beliefs, feelings and opinions
we want. We hope you do not feel any need to consult fellow
teachers administrators or your instructional aids to com-
plete this form. Above all be assured that this information
will be kept in strict confidence and reported only as group
statistics after compilation. I trust you to give me an hon-
est report; I hope you will trust me to be honest and candid
in my evaluation. I have no connection with the project other
than its evaluation.

If you have any other information or data that you believe I
should have, please feel free to write on the reverse side of
the instrurent or send a separate letter or even call me.

?hank you for your cooperation.

Harold H. Anderson
Helloes Annex 112
University of Colorado

1. Project Operations

Please indicate your views on the questions
check mark. On a number of these items we
answer if.you are inclined to give it. The
this instrument are left for you to express
identify your comments with the question n
certain what you refer to.

1. Do you favor con-
tinuation of the
project?

2. Row well were you able
to communicate with
university personnel?

3. Nov well vase you able
to communicate with the
local proJeet director
(Ni. Schmidt)?

4. Row would you rate the
cooperation fro uni-
versity persenmel?

here by making a
want an amplified
last pages of
ideas. Please

umber so that I am

definitely not 1 2 3 4 5 yes

not at all 1 2 3 4 5 excellently

not at all 1 2 3 4 5 excellently

poor 1 2 3 4 f excellent



5. !,(-0 r1 you rate the
.nop.ratton from
the local director
(Ichnidt)?

6. How efficiently ham
your inotr"!tinnal all
been used to help in
instruction?

7. goy efficiently la the
project helping your
instructional aid
learning to be a pro-
fesmtnnal teacher?

R. !fly climate are pro-
visions for input
from you for policy
and operational change
(exclude this ques-
tionnaire)?

poor

irmffictently

inefficiently

poor

1 ' 1 4 ' excellent

1 2 1 4 5 efficiently

1 1 4 effInintly

1 ? 3 4 5 excellent

A. Pave you made ruggestionsr: yen no
1. IT vex, were they accepted? yes no

it yes, were they ipplanonted?yes no

Comments*

. was your instructional aid
leftto enough varieties of no yes
tion? yes, with qualinations

A. If no or yes, with qualifications--explains

10. Could the time required in
experience as an instructional nn Yes
aid be reduced? Yes, 77E6 quell cations

A. If yes- -state howl

II. Cooperating Teacher Rating

Please rate your instructional aid on this form. Make your
comparison with respect to all oertified teachers as you know
thee. This report will only be used for research purposes and
will gal be used to recommend or grade students. As stand
before we went saw opinion.

Concern for pupil welfare very low 1 2 3 4 5 very high
Desire to improve very low 1 2 3 4 -; very high
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AtAlity to organize for
teaching duties very low 1 ' 1 4 5 very high

Realism of his (her) x-
pectation very low 1 2 1 4 5 very high

Subject area competence very low 1 2 3 4 K very high
Theoretical background in

education very low 1 2 3 4 5 very high
Practical adaptation to teach-

ing very low 1 2 3 4 5 very high
Quality of work habits very low 1 7 3 4 5 very high
?resent professional ability very low 1 ? i 4 5 very high
Professional promise very low 1 2 3 4 5 very high

ty aradicti:41 for thtr orrsc, as a teacher iss

A. ost likely will not teach (give reason).

B. Will do rather poorly.
Will be satisfactoly.

D. Very good to excellent.
E. Superior.

Do you have any comments about this person's preparation or
selection%



APPgN!)IX

POTRWTIoNAL AID ME -ASEDAT - -D

I am collecting this information as an evaluation of the
Cherry Creek -C.U. Teacher Education Project. In asking you to
fill this out, 7 am imposing on your time and good nature. I
do so because your rmactions are important to me in making
recommendations about the future o' the program. Please be
aware I want your views, beliefs, imelings and factual reports
only for evaluating the program. This will aas be used to
evaluate you, your cooperating teacher or other individuals.
There is no threat or benefit to you. I hope the results will
affect the teacher preparation programs of future students.
Please give your honest reaction. r must trust you to do so.
I ask you to trust me to handle the data confidentially and
with integrity.

Please do not sign the forms. I hew thew coded for my ass.

If there are other items you would like presented besides the
points I ask about here please write them out at the end.
Thank you.

Harold M. Anderson
Hellen. Annex 112
University of Colorado

MIL -alas

1. Which response best describes your readiness to assume pro.
fissional Leashing responsibilities next fall?

_tea. I don't intend to Leach give brief reason).

b. I' seared every ties I think of it.
e. I' jest a little apprehensive.
d. I believe I w ready.
e. I' looking forward to the opportunity.

2. How do you rate your growth for teaching during this year?

I did not ``row.
b. Quite well.-minimal.
e. Abaft as 6084184.
d. Really was a great esperiemee.

3. My experleasee Oth differeat tumbles emeireemsets this
year wags

Tee aerrev is seeps er tee peer.
. lisSs breed bet net very benefielal.

Batboy limited in seeps Vet very bemeticial.
Very seed is seeps mod eselity.
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4. I felt my learning of different teaching methods was:

a. Limited in scope.
b. Limited in application.
c. Satiate:tory.
d. Extremely beneficial to me.

5. During my preparation for teaching, my experience with
pupils of different age levels was:

a. Too limited.
b. About right.
c. Too diverse.

6. In my opinion my freedom to plan and try out new things in
classes was:

a. Too restricted.
b. About right.
c. Too lenient.

7. In my opinion the teaching models provided by my cooper-
ating teachers or teams wares

a. Inadequate.
b. Satisfactory.
c. Socellent.

A. How satisfactory has your preparation for teaching been
with respc-t to good test construction and grading pro-
cedures?

a. It's missing.
b. Inadequate.
c. Satisfactory.
d. Really ver good.

9. Nov do you rate your ability to use various visual aide
(overhead, film and filmstrip ProNlotort etc.)?

a. Poor. b. Pats. a. Good. d. Ex:2611mA

10. How well do you like school pupils?

_a. Ugh. b. Pair. c. Pretty well. _d. They're great.

The remaining questions have spec* provided for you to expand
on your answers. la assured that I on very mush interested in
your constructive criticisms, ideas and suggestions.

11. Now bessoficirl are the seminar sooting*?

a. 'en' poor. b. Pair. o. Good. mod. Spoellent.

Suggestions for improvememts



12. How do you rate the field trip to 15k and similar places?

a. Poor. b. Fair. _c. Good. d. Excellent

Suggestions:

13. Have the
promisee

a. Yes.

If no, please

University and public schools fulfilled all their
to you?

No.

explain:

14. If you could get teaching positton any place you wished,
which would you choose?

a. Adams City.
_b. Cherry Creek.

c. Denver.
tither in state.

e. Out of state.

If d. or e., state where: . What was
the reason for your choice?

15. (Secondaryuse first three lines below; elementaryuse
last three lines.) State which of the categories best
describes your rating of courses. In the epees follow-
ing please give comments and suggestions for improvement.

Special Methods

Elementary Soignee
Language Arts
Social Studies

Conmentss
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16. (Elementarygo to item 18.) Secondary students--How do
you rate your experience with the special reading pro-
gram?

a. Poor. b. Fair. c. Good. d. silent

Comments and suggestions:

17. Secondary only--During the last part of this semester you
have had a choice of several kinds of independent work.
Please describe for me what you did and point out its
values. If you have suggestions for Its improvement,
please be specific.

19. Please give me xam opinion regarding the services you
performed for the district in earning pay and the con-
comitant pre-professional preparation. While I do not
wish to restrict your comments please answer these ques-
tions especially.

a. Did you earn your salary? Were you exploited?
b. What could be done to improve the Cherry Creek-C.U.

project? dote could it be more efficient? Could
yourlinior and senior years be condense(' - two or
three semesters? (This last question dc apply
to elementary.)
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APPENDIX P

=BIB ;TM: MPORT

InESENT POSITION

ANNUS: crrr
AND ZONN

1. CIPTIFISEN Type and Where

2. TUCSINOI Where -- what -- level

3. MAMA= WCSIE: Type of Program

Degree: N.A. Ph.D. Other,

4. If you dropped out of the program, tell us wWY.

5. If you completed the program tell us what motivated you to
stay.

91111=1111A1111

Definition of tarsal 1) I.A. -- An Instructiosal Assistant
was 1st or 2nd year student in the
Project

2) Intern -- An Intern was 3rd year
student in the Project

Cirole the word letter that best describes your feelings
(A) Strong agreement, (3) Agreement, (C) Disagreement,
CIO Strong disagreement (11) Not appliealle

1. ASCDS Starting as I.A.Is in the schools vas am ap-
progriate activity ter the beginning of the
Projeet.

2. ASCII Pin pears use tee lens ter the program.

3. A I C D It Partielpation in the program made me mere able
Paraappreeek felinity members.
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4. ABCDE Asaresult of the teacher education experi-
ence, I had less fear of failure in the practi-
cal side of teaching.

5. A B C D E I found the whole experience uncomfortable.

6. ARCDE Theoretical courses taught on site at the
school district were meaningful.

7. ABCDE P .xperience in the schools met my expectations

9. A B C D E Similar programs would be valuable for most
future teachers.

9. A B C D E My relations with teachers in the project were
rewarding.

10. A B C D E As an I.A. travel to the public school was a
major problem.

11. ABCDE As an Intern, travel to the public school was
a major problem.

12. A3CDE Isolation from the university faculty and facil-
ities was a detriment.

13. A B C D B I really missed the extracurricular activities
of the campus.

14. A B C D E The selection process for the project, which
involved interviews with Cherry Creek teachers
and staff was good approach.

15. A B C D E The inclusion of Cherry Creek teachers and
staff members in the teaching of professional
e ducation courses was an important part of the
program.

16. A B C D B Visits to educational agencies and institutions
such as the Air Force Academy, Joffe° Outdoor
Lab and United Airlines were worth the time
taken away from regular classroom assignmerts.

17. ABCDS My role as an I.A. in the Cherry Creek differ-
e ntiated staffing pattern was well defined.

18. AB0DE My role as an Intern in the Cherry Creek dif-
ferentiated staffing pattern was well defined.

19. ABCDI My understanding of 'u 4tIwas getting into"
was as good as could be expected of a beginner.

20. ABCDI The time spent in school districts other than
Cherry Creek as an I.A. was valuable.

21. ABCDS The ability to earn money while still in train-
ing was the primary purpose for my entrance
into the Project.

8I



22. A b C . Having two years of experience in Cherry Creek
helped as in being considered for a job in the
district.

23. A B C D E Completion of the program made it e*sier for
me to obtain a teaching job than those students
who completed the traditional four-year program.

24. A B C D E The time spent at other grade levels than the
one at which J: planned to teach was valuable.

25. ABC DE In-service education through workshops, regu-
lar course work and other professional growth
activities should be continued the year after
the internship.

26. A B C D E The relationships developed between tearners
and interns were helpful.

27. ABC'E The relationships I developed with school dis-
trict administrators were helpful.

:8. ABCDE The tempering of the "reality shock" by enter-
ing the professic through the Instructional
Assistant-Intern route was helpful.

29. A B C D E Cherry Creek School personnel were interested
in my thinking about the project.

30. A B C D E University faculty members were interested in
my thinking about the Project.

31. A B C D E The Program was sufficiently flexible to meet
my individual needs.

32. ABC D K The payment for my services as an I.A. was ade-
quate.

33. ASCDS The payment for my services as an Intern was
adequate.

34. A B C D E When I entered the program, I understood the
provisions under which I would be paid.

35. A B C D S I felt secure in terms of the way teachers with
whom I worked interpreted my job as an I.A.

36. ABCDE I felt secure in terms of the way teachers with
whom I worked interpreted my job as an Intern.

What do you regard as the major strengtas of the program?

What do you believe are weaknesses of the program?

What suggestions would you make to improve the program?
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